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INTRODUCTION
The dramatic art of any period uses that
which the great majority of play-goers is familiar
with every-day concepts, conventions and environ-
ments. Despite the universality and timelessness of
themes which deal with the imperfect human being, the
drama must take into consideration current spectacles
to re-vitalize the most insistent of man's trials in
the world. Thic process which I have called "re-vi-
talization** can be given no more special or subtle
investment of meaning without impinging on the more
dense and insolubl® problem of the meaning and value
of all art itself. In a discussion of contemporary
art work the critic knows that at the art work's
source the problem exists, but his function is to
elucidate the effect of the work without becoming em-
broiled in a problem which, were he not to avoid it,
would be to invade a province as alien and inscru-
table as the mystery of life itself. Nevertheless,
in his critic's task of comparison and elucidation,
there is an indispensable force which happily or un-
happily leads him to such considerations without his
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being able to help it. If he becomes too close to re-
solvement, say of the philosophic content of the work
in question, if the answer seems to be nearly in reach,
then he knows that he must retreat and re-plot his way
more carefully, or, as in many cases, he must realize
that precise carefulness is Invalid,
In talking around the material which makes
a modern tragedy, it is the total and spontaneous
effect of it which governs our procedures and makes
what we say important only as it increases our wonder.
The greatness of a work of art seems to depend upon
what the art-loving people of many successive periods
can get out of it. Contemporary judgment brings a
very small portion of justification and meaning to
the great work. We wonder how, if we could be trans-
formed into an Elizabethan spectator, we should criti-
cize our reactions to Shakespeare’s tragedies. What
has lasted from that age in the matter of criticism
has been what amounts to intuitive presumption. If
we could assume a rival genius to someone in our age,
we probably could not make a more specialized judg-
ment than Jonson made in his poem to Shakespeare:
Soule of the Age.’
The applause! delight! the wonder of our stage!
nor aggrandize his prediction;
He was not of an age, but for all time!
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So critics of contemporary playwrights will contrast
and compare, condemn faults and sing virtues; but in
doing these things, they cannot help revoking certain
critical standards and procedures, and they must dare
to rely wholly upon the intensity of effect which a
new play produces. In any age he who seems to his fel-
low writers and spectators to be the voice of the age
will command respect if only because he confirms most
benignly and mysteriously what is deeply in the hearts
and minds of his contemporaries, and sometimes he illu-
mines before he confirms, Melville’s critical essay
on Hawthorne's Mosses from an Old Manse is the appre-
ciation of one contemporary to another on a basis of
feeling that out of common ground Hawthorne has made
uncommon use of its ordinary and extraordinary un-
focussed material, Melville's praise teaches us, I
think, that each contemporary critic can do little
more than sense importance in a work of art but by one
criterion; that a work of art transcends its age only
by the most severe inclusion of it. We sense that a
play has wrested something from an age which we cannot
completely express; it is this sense which must prevail
as the background of all contemporary criticism, Ben
Jonson's criticism of Shakespeare does not lack impor-
tance for us even beside Bradley's famous elucidation
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of Shakespeare as a tragic writer or beside T. S.
Eliot's proposition of a Shakespeare under the influ-
ence of Seneca, It is thus with the eyes and the re-
action of a contemporary groundling, with his bland
assertions, severe shortcomings, but with his unadul-
terated direct emotional feelings that I write of the
dramatic art of Tennessee Williams,
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I - EARLY SORROWS
A product of the American South, Mr. Williams
has so far been reacting under its influences. If it
has not exclusively molded his thought, it has boldly
influenced his dramaturgy. His Southern settings have
qualities of the exotic about them. They suffuse the
warmth of human passion, and in such a climate emotional
outbursts like sv/ift flames occur with a sense of the
inevitable. And this accommodates Mr. Williams' artis-
tic temper which does not lean toward careful analysis
of the human emotions but a portrayal of their incan-
descent glory, their brief but positive qualities of
faith and their retraction into the self. Williams
faces, with almost unbelievable intensity, the forces
of life which pitilessly snuff out the potentialities
for full personality realization. It is this constant
preoccupation which has caused him to be labelled
"the dramatist of frustration." There is justification
for this classification if only because the present
time is more conscious of its problems under psycho-
logical terminology and that the term has been expan-
ded to include the greatest number of explainable and
less-explainable human ills of the time. What it most

clearly indicates is not Willians' particular or dis-
tinctive field but his use of the immediate present in
regard to settings, problems, attitudes and phenomena.
Like Wilder, Odets, Arthur Miller, and Saroyan, Williams
finds the substance for his plays from direct observa-
tion of contemporary scenes.
Williams has written two plays that have had
continuous performances on the stage for one and a half
years. One has received both the Pulitzer Play Prize
for 1948 and the New York Critics’ Circle Award for the
same year and has been produced in over twenty-one
countries. It is useless to comment further on the po-
pularity of A Streetcar Named Desire than to say its
tremendous appeal warrants particular attention to
itself as a representative of modern tragedy, and a
study of this play forms the largest part of this paper,
Williams was born in Mississippi in 1915.
His real name is Thomas Lanier Williams, v/hich he dis-
carded when he felt that he had compromised it by the
Imperfections of his early writing. His father was a
traveling salesman for a shoe company. His maternal
grandfather, with whom the Williamses lived, was an
Episcopalian rector in Columbus, Mississippi, The first
years of Williams’ life were happy ones, spent for the
most part in the South and marked by only two events

of psychogenetlc importance; they are significant in
that they help re-construct the attitudes and atmos-
pheres in which Williams works. The first involved a
Negro nurse named Ozzie, who dearly loved Williams and
his elder sister and younger brother, and whose affection
was reciprocated by them. In a moment of aggravation
one day, Williams called her '*nigger‘* a word he had
never heard used in his grandfather’s house, Ozzie
walked out and never returned, nor was ever heard from
again by the Williams family. Like Mark Twain’s tragic
implication with the death of someone he was trying to
aid, the episode left Williams with a feeling of guilt
which persists still. It is known that, at his request.
Streetcar will not be performed in any theater where
race segregation is the rule. The other event was an
attack of diphtheria that injured his heart and confined
him to his room for a year. During these months of im-
mobility he developed moods of solitude that permanently
shaped his personality. He developed the faculty of
visualizing scenes in color as on a motion-picture screen.
These fantasies at night still beguile him,.
When Williams was still a small boy, his father
was transferred to a desk job in St, Louis, The move had
profound and tragic results. Neither he nor his sister,
who was the closest companion of his childhood, could
adjust themselves to urban life, but longed for the dark
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4wide spacious land of Mississippi, In St. Louis the re-
lative poverty of the family and the severance he felt
from other school children produced a shock and conse-
quent rebellion. In a dreary part of the city the Wil-
liams’ home was bordered by a sunless alley, which Wil-
liams called **Death Valley,” V/ith his sister he filled
her room with articles which for them were semblances of
enchantment. The little glass animals, Williams recalls,
”came to represent in my memory all the softest emotions
that belong to recollections of things past. They stood
for all the small and tender things that relieve the out-
side pattern of life and made it endurable to the sensi-
tive, The areaway where the cats were torn to pieces was
one thing my sister's white curtains and tiny menagerie
of glass were another. Somewhere in between them was the
world that we lived in,”^ Williams’ distaste for his new
home developed into several neuroses. He feared to use
his voice in public and sat mute when called upon to re-
cite in class. He blushed whenever he was addressed or
looked at. One night he felt that falling asleep was
akin to dying; so for months he resisted sleep each night
and stared at the window with terrified intensity. He
somehov/ finished school and three years at the University
of Missouri. He won several prizes for prose and poetry
1 Life
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and sold a few short stories to the magazine. Weird Tales .
He discovered at this point that alcohol was a good cure
for shyness, kt the end of the three years at the Uni-
versity the depression persuaded his father to remove him
from college and put him to work with the shoe company.
He endured this regime with loathing for two years, spen-
ding the nights writing short stories and poems which he
could not sell. One night his health failed. A doctor
told him he had a heart condition and Viilliams sank into
an abyss of hypochondrial fear. He was advised to give
up his job and go away for a protracted rest. He conva-
lesced at the home of his grandparents, and then, with
their assistance, returned to college, finishing his edu-
cation at the State University of Iov;a, where he majored
in drama and received his B, A* in 1938,
During this interlude he wrote two full-length
plays, one a success and the other a failure when they i
were produced by an amateur drama group in St, Louis.
Upon his graduation his father wanted to reinstate him in
the shoe factory. Finding home intolerable he resolved
to strike out on his ov/n, and became, in his own words,
a ‘‘rootless wandering writer.” He worked as a waiter in
New Orleans, crossed the country, worked on a ranch.
Meanwhile he wrote a number of one-act plays, which won
him a prize of one hundred dollars. For several bleak
months he was forced back to his parents* house, where
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in an attic he worked on a three-act play called Battle
of the Angels His despondency was relieved by the
news of Audrey Wood, a New York literary agent, that he
had been awared a one thousand dollar Dramatists Gruild
Fellowship, In 1940 Battle of the Angels was produced
in Boston and was a complete failure, with several re-
views branding his product as immoral. The next two
years he eked out an existence with several unpleasant
jobs in New York City, After an unsuccessful assignment
of script-writing in Hollyv/ood, he turned to writing
The Crlass Menagerie , First ^produced in Chicago, its suc-
cess was immediate and it ran there for three months. It
played to packed houses in New York City for a year and a
half and in London and Paris for several months. Econ-
omically secure, Williams went to New Orleans where he
wrote A Streetcar Named Desire and Summer and Smoke, The
writing of these two plays interlapped. The latter was
first produced in Dallas, Texas in the summer of 1947,
Williams was living in Provincetown at this time, re-
finishing Streetcar
,
which was produced the following
fall. After the opening of Streetcar, Williams went to
Italy, where he has been living since, except for one
brief return to America for personal consultation on the
production of Summer and Smoke,
2 This play is out of print and unobtainable

In 1944 New Directions published under the
title. Five Young American Poets
,
a comprehensive selec-
tion of all the poetry written by Tennessee Williams
during his nomadic existence of about six years. His
early devotion to poetry, although it was not an exclu-
sive one, has had significance upon his work as a drama-
tist, and has occasioned many critics to epithet his
plays as **poetic,‘* In the prefaces to these poems,
Williams pays homage to Hart Crane, Rimbaud, Rilke,
Shakespeare, Keats and Whitman. Speaking of the days
when he was wandering about the country, he says, ‘‘Sym-
bolically I found a lot of books inconvenient to carry
with me and gradually they dropped along the way till
finally there was only volume with me, the book. Hart
Grane.”^ This passage indicates two important things:
One, that Williams has not found his greatest inspiration
through his predecessors. Gide speaks of his comprehen-
sive reading as important in developing his own career
not from a process of garnering but from the confirmations
of things felt in himself, ideas which were dormant in
him. And T. S. Eliot has found that his becoming a
writer was not essentially an independent one and speaks
of his ancestors as vigorously asserting themselves
through him. Other poets and playwrights have touched
Williams but their force has been negligible, or at least
3 Five Young American Poets, New York: New Directions,
1944., p.

slight, in the development of his own genius. Two, that
Williams’ greatest debt is to the poet Hart Crane,
Bruno Frank has somewhere called Poe's art one
of “possibility" because his vision and his world was al-
ways conceived as possibility, whereas he terras Robert
Frost's art one of “probability" since is deals with people
somehow conscious of their place in tradition. Crane's and
Williams' poetry are both shoots from the root of "possi-
bility." Objective reality in their poetry exists only as
an oblique moving inward to the core of the individual sen-
sibility. Crane's poetry, along with Eliot’s, was important
in shaping the movement of poetry in the past decade. But
Williams is closer to Crane in his use of images and con-
structions, A glance at Crane's poetic beliefs will clari-
fy Williams' debt and illuminate his position as a prac-
tising poet. It was Harriet Monroe's sharp criticism of
Melville's poem, "At Melville's Tomb" which roused Crane
to the most voluble defense of the poetry he was writing.
The poem is quoted as follows;
Often beneath the wave, wide from this ledge
The dice of drowned men's bones he saw bequeath
An embassy. Their numbers as he watched
Beat on the dusty shore and were obscured.
And wrecks passed without sound of bells.
The calyx of death's bounty giving back
A scattered chapter, livid hieroglyph
The portent wound in corridors of shells.
Then in the circuit calm of one vast coil.
Its lashings charmed and malice reconciled.
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Frosted eyes there were that lifted altars;
And silent answers crept across the stars.
Compass, quadrant, and sextant contrive
No further tides,,, High in the azure steeps
Monody shall not wake the mariner.
This fabulous shadow only the sea keeps,
^
In this poem Crane shows a curious sense of possibility,
giving him a vision of himself and the universe, unac-
customed and partial, which was more real to him than that
upon which he normally looked. It is this attitude of
Crane's which impregnated Williams' self-consciousness,
which dominates his poetry and his drama, Harriet Monroe
opposed Crane's poem because of the illogicality of the
images. Crane's answer shows that he was questioning the
intrinsic validity of that which was established by law,
precedence and science in experience. He was relentless
in questioning this, as Melville was relentless in ques-
tioning that which was Inscrutable in reality. In speak-
ing of his obscurity and illogicality. Crane writes:
Its paradox, of course, is that its apparent
lllogic operates so logically in conjunction
with its context in the poem as to establish
its claim to another logic, quite independent
of the original definition of the word or phrase
or image thus employed .Much fine poetry may
be completely rationalistic in its use of
symbols, but there is much great poetry of
another order which will yield the reader very
little when inspected under the limitation of
such arbitrary concerns as are manifested in
your judgment of the Melville poem, especially
when you constitute such requirements of ordinary
4 The Collected Poems of Hart Crane
,
New York: Liverwright
Publishing Corp., 1946, p. 81,
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logical relationships between word and word as
irreducible .. .You ask me how a portent can pos-
sibly be wound in a shell. Without attempting
to answer this for the moment, I ask you how
Blake could possibly say that a ’sigh is like
a sword of an Angel King, ’ You ask me how com-
pass, quadrant, and sextant ’contrive’ tides,
I ask you how Eliot can possibly believe that
’Every street lamp that I pass beats like a
fatalistic drum, ’**5
With this preface, the following analysis of his Mel-
ville poem is important because it shows the kind of wri-
ting Williams attempted at first and how it served as an
impetus in his psychological portrayal of character,
‘*The dice of drowned men’s bones he saw
bequeath an embassy
Dice bequeath an embassy, in the first place,
by being ground (in this connection only, of
course) in little cubes from the bones of
drowned men by the action of the sea, and are
finally thrown up on the sand having ’numbers’
but no identification. These being the bones
of dead men who never completed their voyage,
it seems legitimate to refer to them as the
only surviving evidence of certain messages
undelivered, mute evidence of certain things,
experiences that the dead mariners might have
had to deliver. Dice as a symbol of chance
and circumstance is also implied.
The calyx of death’s bounty giving back
A scattered chapter, livid hieroglyph
This calyx refers in a double ironic sense
both to a cornucopia and the vortex made by
a sinking vessel. As soon as the water has
closed over a ship this whirlpool sends up
broken spars and wreckage which can be al-
luded to as livid hieroglyph, making a scat-
tered chapter so far as any complete record
of the recent ship and her crew is concerned.
5 Weber, Brora, Hart Crane, New York; The Bodley Press,
1948, p. 418.
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In fact, about as much definite knowledge
might comes from all this as anyone might gain
from the roar of his own veins, which is easily
heard (haven't you ever done it?) by holding a
shell close to one's ear.
Frosted eyes lift altars
refers simply to a conviction that a man not
knowing perhaps a definite god yet being en-
dowed with a reverence for dfelty--such a man
naturally postulates a deity somehow and the
altar of that deity by the very action of the
eyes lifted in searching.
Compass, quadrant, and sextant contrive
No further tides
Hasn't it often occurred that instruments
originally invented for record and computation
have inadvertently so extended the concepts
of the entity they were invented to measure
(concepts of space, etc.) in the mind and
imagination that employed them, that they may
metaphorically be said to have extended the
original boundaries of the entity measured?
This little bit of 'relativity' ought not to
be discredited in poetry now that scientists
are proceeding to measure the universe on
principles of pure ratio, quite as metaphor-
ical, so far as previous standards of sci-
entific methods extended, as some of the
axioms in Job.’*®
vYilliams' poems do not have such elaborate
expansions of ideas, but they reflect Crane's searching
and restlessness. But they do possess what I should
call an essentially surrealistic exploitation of incon-
gruities. Obscurity is a by-product of this kind of
writing. Williams escapes this somewhat by a use of
commonly-seen images and preciseness. He relies upon
the overtones from a sensuous method of expression ra-
ther than upon association of figures in an intellectual
6 Ibid., pp 420-1
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network, as these lines illustrate:
I asked my kindest friend to guard ray sleep,
I said to him, G-ive me the motionless thicket
of summer, the velvety cul-de-sac, and quiet
the drummer,
I said to him. Brush my forehead with a feather,
not with a parrot’s feather, nor with a sparrow's,
but with the shadowy feather of an owl,
I said to him. Gome to me dressed in a cloak
and a cowl,
and bearing a candle whose flame is very still.
There is less concern for objectivity for objectivity's
sake, Williams' subjectivity has the make-up of Whit-
man ' s
:
Keep whiteness about you always, and never touched
except by the blue of the bones at the stretched
knee-caps
,
the faint blurred moons of the arm-pits and the
mystery of the groin
that is dark with imagination.
The poems show an affinity to Heine's cycle, ’’Dichter
llebe,** in that they are devoted to moods which can be
analyzed only so far. What resides after reading them
is not the power of their interpretation of events or
outward manifestations but the particular sura of a sen-
sitivity that cannot yet find motive for vaster research
of forces outside himself. The preoccupation v/ith human
’’disease” becomes a credo, as annunciated in the first
poem, ”The Summer Belvedere”;
^ All quotations of Williams' poetry are from the edition.
Five Young American Poets, Norfolk, Conn; New Directions,
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There is an hour in which disease will be knov/n
as more than occasion for some dim relative's sorrow.
But still the watcher within my soundless country
assures the pendulum duties of the heart
and asks no reason but keeps a faithful heart.
The early credo is thus simply one of watching from the
heart; it is the heart which must assume "pendulum duties.
The stress of watching almost conveys a feeling that ac-
tion is unimportant. In a later poem, "Lament for the
Moths," we have an extension of the credo. Only by
watching can human agitation properly be felt, but in this
is the very action of diagnosing. It is when incomprehen-
sible evil has been felt that the poet's feeling rises to
feverish action;
Lament for the velvety moths, for the moths were lovely
Often their tender thoughts, for they thought of me,
eased the neurotic ills that haunt the day.
Now an invisible evil takes them av/ay.
I move through the shadowy rooms, I cannot be still,
I must find where the treacherous killer is concealed.
Feverishly I search and still they fall
as fragile as ashes broken against a wall.
Now that the plague has taken the moths away,
who will be cooler than curtains against the day,
who will move early and softly to ease my lot
as I move through the shadowy rooms with a
troubled heart?
G-ive them, 0 Mother of Moths and Mother of Men,
strength to enter the heavy world again
for delicate v;ere the moths and badly wanted
here in a world by mammoth figures haunted
i
The thwarted possibilities of permanent human relationship
is perhaps the theme v/hich most excites the poet and also
stimulates the dramatist;
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The tired neurosis that
still never stops.
And I, and you,
and all fox-like men.
And all hunted men.
And only for one moment,
now and then.
The fierce encounter at
the broken gate.
The lantern quickly snatched
from hand to hand.
The gasping whisper and
the touch, the spark.
The flush that, for one pulse-beat,
lets the land
Leap fish-like from the struggling
net of darkl
No belief is possible without love. Love patches belief,
and although its absence is dehumanizing, it somehow sub-
sists in the forlorn individual, compelling him to strive
more aggressively, but with the naivete of a child, to
attain belief:
He thought of belief and the gradual loss of belief
and the piecing together of something like it again.
Melville has said that, **Prom without, no won-
derful effect is wrought within ourselves, unless some
interior responding wonder meets it.'*® In this statement
Melville is giving impetus, meaning and validity to the
fact that art is a product of the unconscious as well as
of the conscious. Williams' insistent respect for the un-
known is nowhere escapable. Psychoanalysis seems to show
a Sullivan, J. W. N., Aspects of Science , London: Collins
& Sons & CdT, 1927, p. tiOii . " ' , ,
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that the artist is initially, by tendency, a neurotic,
but that in becoming an artist he escapes the ultimate
fate of his tendency. This may be true, but the very con-
sciousness of his tendency finds as compensatory a special
awareness of the unconscious spirit of the age.
It is passion and not ideas, even at the moment
of its greates Intensity, which is always about to become
legend. The moral issue is always about to disappear into
time and leave only the human figures, shadowy but fixed
in attitudes of the struggle. If Williams has arrested
any part of reality it has been the reality of human
passion
.
But this Williams could not accomplish within
the confines of poetry, A poem is essentially an indivi-
dual instance of awareness, Williams' genius consists of
a burrowing under multiple instances of his own life and
that of his times. That is why he found his true scope
in drama.
Poetry, for him, was the battle-ground of many
choices and decisions to be made. It was through poetry
that he had to face and answer himself. Like Yeats, he
found:
The intellect of man is forced to choose
Perfection of the life or of the work, ®
9 The Collected Poems of W. B, Yeats
,
New York: The Mac-
millan Go., 1947, p, 284,
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In poetry Williams was searching for the truth of his own
still amorphous personality. In "Speech from the Stairs"
(written in Boston in 1941) we can see the intensity and
necessity of his brooding:
0 lonely man,
the long, long rope of blood,
the belly's rope that swung you from your mother,
that dark trapeze your flesh descended from
unwittingly and with too much travail,
has now at last been broken lastingly...
You must turn for parentage toward the stars,
you must remember further back than flesh,
for your first mother was not warm v/ith blood,
no, she was cold with rock and white with fire
and deathless in her long embrace with timel
Look back that way
Is there another way for you to go?
In the final poem, which is titled, "One Hand
in Space," there is quiet but firm affirmation;
My raise-en-scene is the world
within the world,
the greenest of all green leaves
at the center curled.
I do not forbear to call
on demons driven
from the mortal belief by the bells
of a proper heaven.
I ferret among the used
and exhausted lot
for the longing not wanted because
it was haunted and hot.
I want no purpose to own me
but only to say
I found these secretly burning
along the way.
The girl who was lost but knew
more places than one.
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the boy who was blind but grew
the interior sun.
This point, this moment this passage
a nameless place
but holding forever curved
one hand in space!
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II - 27 WAOQNS FULL OF COTTON
The early one-act plays of Tennessee Williams
contained in the volume entitled, 27 Wagons Full of Cot -
ton
,
are brief but lucid studies of frustrated human
beings. They are sketches of life drawn with volatile
haste and perception. The people are ordinary and com-
m.on, often harboring mere vestiges of souls. Mr. Wil-
liams enters their lives when the lights have been turned
off and they twist and turn in their beds, not delivered
yet from their consciences, which audibly cry out. Mr.
Williams writes of the sting of mortality and of those
who have been stung to uselessness, purposelessness.
Crudity is exhibited as a sort of defense which people
have put on against the gross monster of materiality.
In the first play, which gives the title to
the collection, we meet a savage but not deliberately
cruel husband and a whimpering, weak wife. Jake Meighan
regards himself as the burly protector of an inane, chil-
dish wife. She represents nothing more to him lihan a
large doll to be cuddled, to be kept weak and docile.
Jake commits arson and in order to prevent Flora from
divulging his crime characteristically beats her. By
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physically torturing her, he is convinced that he can dom-
inate her* The investigator, suspicious of Jake, tries to
understand Flora; he cajoles her; he tricks her; he sym-
pathizes and studies her:
You pick up the white kid purse. It's solid.
It’s sure. It's solid and certain. It's some-
thing to hold on to. You get what I mean? It
gives you a feeling of being attached to something.
The mother protects the baby? No, no, no
the baby protects the mother] Prom being
lost and empty and having nothing lifeless in
her hands 1
1
The twisted relationship of Jake and Flora begins to take
meaning in her mind. It is she who protects Jake, not
Jake who protects her; but as she protects him she has
become as insignificant as a white kid purse to be
picked up and cast aside ruthlessly and casually as Jake's
im^pulses decide. The play is brutal. The spectator looks
on with horror and apprehension. No other play in the
collection has such a disastrous impact upon the emotions,
for the horror of life is extenuated in the following
plays by short quick flashes of strength and beauty in
human characters.
The Lady of Larkspur Lotion is a very short
play dealing with two disillusioned people, who recog-
nize one another's defeat, but who can do nothing more
than ameliorate the continuous flow of forces which dis-
integrate them. The lady, to all outside observers, is
^11 quotations from these plays are from the only extant
published edition by Nev/ Directions,
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an inveterate liar, Mrs. Wire, the landlady, is a symbol
of the cruel outsider who complacently mocks the in-drawn
person. The loosely-drawn character, "the writer," de-
fends the Lady of ijarkspur Lotion against the termagant
landlady:
There are no lies but the lies that are stuffed
in the mouth by the cold iron fist of necessity,
Mrs. Wirei So I am a liar, yesj But your world
is built on a lie, your world is a hideous fa-
brication of lies!
The play is an Indictment, but the indictment is contained
wholly within a pathetic picture of life.
Miss Lucretla Collins is a bare prototype of
Blanche DuBols. She is a spinster who is unable to
check the forces which have thwarted her desires, and she
has become enamored of an invisible suitor who "indulges
his desires" with her. He is the image of the only lover
of her life, from whom she received obsequious treatment.
Before she is taken away to an asylum, she has to endure
the carping and sarcastic language of an elevator boy.
But the elevator boy is sharply curbed by the porter who
feels pity and tries to fill her last moments of freedom
with sympathy. The contrast of understanding and mis-
understanding natures is vividly brought out.
The Strangest Kind of Romance deals with several
broken characters, but there is a conscious effort to show
the dramatic interplay between them. In this play it is
obvious that Williams is anticipating the "tragedy of
li
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incomprehension” which he we s to create fully in Streetcar .
The “Little Man,” who comes to board at a house where the
landlady opportunely takes advantage sexually of the
boarders, finds his only consolation in a stray alley cat
which he comforts with a pathetic obsession. He is a vic-
tim of his own loneliness, over which he seems by nature
to have no control:
The body is only a shell. It may be alive
when what’s inside is too afraid to come out.
It stays locked up and lone. Single. Private.
That’s how it is with me. You’re not talking
to me but just what you think is mel
The problem of the “Little Man” is echoed in various
characters throughout these one-act plays. He has little
comfort. It is only a crushed ”01d Man”who can seej into
his private disaster, and puts out a feeble hand, as the
blind leading the blind:
The roof is thin. Above it, the huge and glit-
tering wheel of heaven which spells a mystery
to us, Pine--invisible--chords of wonder--attach
us to it. And so we are saved and purified and
exalted. We threel You and me and—Nitchevo,
the cat. Listen, she purrs] Mmra, such a soft
and sweet and powerful sound it is. It’s the
soul of the universe throbbing in her] Take
her and hold her close] Never let her be separated
from you. For while you ’re together--none of
the evil powers on earth can destroy you. Not
even the imbecile child which is chance--nor the
mad, insatiable wolves in the hearts of men]
The only play in verse, ”The Purification,” is
a haunting drama. The action is placed in the Western
ranch-lands over a century ago. The characters are
Spanish ranchers and Indians. The theme is an incestu-
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ous relationship between brother and sister, and the mur-
der of the sister by her betrothed, a rancher. The play
has great lyrical power, interfused with plain words of
homily:
Rancher;
Now do you wonder
that with no divining rod except ray thirst
I looked for coolness of springs
in the woman’s body?
That finding none,
or finding it being cut-off drained away
at the source, by the least suspected,
I struck?
And tore the false rock open?
The Judge:
It is the lack of what he desires most keenly
that twists a man out of nature.
When you were a boy, ray friend from Casa Rojo,
you were gentle--wi thdrew too much from the world
This reticence, almost noble, persisted through
youth,
but later, as you grev/ older,
an emptiness, still unfilled, became a cellar,
a cellar into which blackness dripped and trickled
a slow, corrosive seepage.
Then the reticence
was no longer noble--but locked--resentful,
and breeding a need for destruction.
The play moves by images. The characters reveal them-
selves by the images that they use and by the images used
to describe them;
0 stallion lover
the night is your raped white marei
The meadow grasses continued entirely too far
beyond where the gate --is broken in several
places
.
Cling to it, dark child,
till it carries you further than ever.
For nothing contains you now,
no, nothing contains you,
lost little girl, my sister,
not even those--iittle--blue veins
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that carried the light to your temples,
0 springtime jets
so torrential they burst their vessels
and spattered the skyi
This brief examination of these one-act plays
is meant to show the temper of Williams’ interest in the
world of human beings. The plays themselves are melo-
dramatic and often become tenuous. But they sound the
note of compassion and the jarring chords of realism and
idealism which carry the author into his later works of
vibrancy and comprehensiveness.
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Ill - A MEMORY PLAY
The Ola S3 Mena^^erie is a compound of realism
and the simple fantasy of memory. It is a play which
beguiles vi?ith tender but fragile radiance, though none of
its characters attain heroic stature. But as the chief
substance of the play is memory, so do the characters
linger unforgettably in the memory. The temper of the
play is stated by the first words of Tom, who is the
narrator, a kind of chorus-character and who is also a
participating character:
Yes, I have tricks in my pocket, I have things
up my sleeve. But I am the opposite of a stage
magician. He gives you illusion that has the
appearance of truth. I give you truth in the
pleasant disguise of illusion,
^
There are only four characters. The three chief char-
acters are the mother, son and daughter of a family
living in St. Louis, Each of them evokes pity: the
mother, Amanda Wingfield, for her paranoiac life, foolish-
ness and wasted tenderness; Laura, for her burden and
separation from the world of reality; Tom, for his in-
ability to complete himself. Their problems aire simple
1 Quotations from this play are from the only published
edition by Random House, 1945.

and common, and each is plighted to a certain destiny.
Only in Tom is there a struggle of the will with itself,
a struggle of his sense of devotion with a more furious
desire for independence, Amanda’s and Laura's tragedies
are already lodged in their beings. Their tragedies are
the state and not the conflict of souls or passions. Thus
they arouse pity, but not the true tragic feeling. Tom
almost attains the part of a tragic hero, but misses it.
He misses it because he evades intense suffering. He is
more a spectator (and his role of narrator enforces this)
than a participator. He looks at himself from a distance
and has the stoicism of a prophet. And he, like the
others, is a creature more of memory---wavering and in-
distinct, than of reality.
The Jlass Menagerie is written in a psychological
mode, that is, it deals with the lessons of life with
emotional shocks, the experience of passion and the cri-
ses of human destiny in general all of which go to make
up the conscious life of man, and feeling life in particu-
lar, This material is psychically assimilated by the poet,
raised from the commonplace to the level of poetic exper-
ience, and given an expression which forces the spectator
to greater clarity and depth of human insight by bringing
more fully into consciousness that which he ordinarily
evades and overlooks or senses only with a feeling of dull
discomfort. In The dlass Menagerie the playwright's work

is essentially an Interpretation and illumination of the
contents of consciousness, of the ineluctable experiences
of human life with its recurrent sorrow and joy. But
there is nothing in the play for the psychologist. No
obscurity whatever surrounds the characters, for they ex-
plain themselves. They stand in the vivid foreground of
life. The basic experience of Laura's turning to her me-
nagerie for comfort and beauty has nothing strange about
it, although some may consider it non-rat iona 1. Nothing
in the play derives its existence from the far hinterland
of the author's mind or evokes a super-human world of
contrasting light and darkness. The play could not be
further away from 'Joethe's second part of Faust
,
in which
disturbing visions and meaningless happenings exceed the
grasp of human feeling and comprehension.
Like many of his contemporary playwrights,
Williams is interested in the problem of modern man, and
his problem is chiefly in defining the so-called ‘'modern
man,** One of the pre-requisites for any writer to com-
pose or elucidate the modern man is an intense awareness
of the present. The setting and the subject of The G-lass
Menagerie indicate a whole-hearted interest and conscious
submission to the ordeals of every-day life. In order
to “unwrap** the modern man, the playwright has had to re-
move himself from his original mysterious participation
with the mass of men. from submission in a common un-
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consciousness. The solitariness of Williams may have been
partly forced upon by the exigencies of his childhood strug
glcs, but as I have observed him his solitariness seems
self-inflicted, for in order to have a fuller conscious-
ness of the present, he tears away from the kind of easy
unconsciousness which claims the bulk of mankind. The
“rootless wandering writer’* knew that he had to come to the
very edge of the world before he could begin his task of
transforming. Tom Wingfield is Williams’ first essay at
the “modern man,” He is, so to speak, the mirror of Wil-
liams and all of us. He is of an age, but how? We note
that Tom, first of all, has no metaphysical certainties
(differentiating him certainly from his medieval brother),
and that in their place have been set the ideals of mater-
ial security, general welfare and humaneness. But Tom
recognizes dimly that material progress adds force to the
threat of a more stupendous catastrophe:
To begin with, I turn back time. I reverse it
to that quaint period, the thirties when the
huge middle class of America was matriculating
in a school for the blind. Their eyes had
failed them, or they had failed their eyes,
and so they were having their fingers pressed
forcibly down on the fiery Braille alphabet
of a dissolving economy... In Spain there was
revolution. Here there was only shouting and
confusion. In Spain there was Guernica, Here
there were disturbances of labor, sometimes
pretty violent, in otherwise peaceful cities
such as Chicago, Cleveland, Saint Louis
But he recognizes this catastrophe mainly as an external
one. He goes on to describe the atmosphere of America.
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He sees that sex has come to be regarded as one of the
inanities of material possessions;
But here there was only hot swing music and
liquor, dance halls, bars, and movies, and sex
that hung in the gloom like a chandelier and
flooded the world with brief, deceptive raln-
boY/s. . , .
He sees that the movies, like the detective story, makes
it possible to experience without danger all the excite-
ment, passion and desirousness which must be repressed in
a humanitarian ordering of life. But he realizes that it
is also another symbol of the modern man’s false security;
Yes, movies; look at them (A wave tov/ard the
marvels of Grrand Avenue) All of those glamorous
people--having adventures, hogging it all, gobbling
the whole thing upl You know what happens? People
go to the movies instead of moving. Hollywood
characters are supposed to have all the adventures
for everybody in America, while everybody sits
in a dark room and watches them have them. Yes,
until there's a war. That's when adventure be-
comes available to the masses! Everyone's dish,
not only G-able's! Then the people in the dark
room come out of the dark room to have some ad-
ventures themselves ‘loody, goody! It's our
turn now to go the South Sea Island to make a
safari to be exotic, far-off!
There is in this ironic explosion still a wonder expressed
at people's behavior, as,ij, for all Tom knew, they were,
in their wild, unknowing ways, working to re-estimate the
basic facts of human nature,
Tom has learned to turn away from the terrify-
ing aspect of a blind v/orld in which building and des-
troying successively tip the scale; but he is not willing
to forego turning his gaze inward, into the recesses of
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his own mind where he discovers chaos and darkness. But
Tom has at least looked, and in discovering evil there
is almost a relief, for he is able to believe, at least,
that he has discovered the root of evil in mankind. He is
more able to meet the world--though on his bitter terms.
The intimate candle-life of his being has lost force by
his going out into the world’s preposterous glare, but he
has at least bridged the two flames:
I reach for a cigarette. I cross the street. I
run into the movies or a bar, I buy a drink, I
speak to the nearest stranger anything that can
blow your candles out! for nowadays the world
is lit by lightning!
Tom cannot escape Laura because she is a symbol of the
subjective life to which modern man is now tending. Art
has a way of anticipating future changes in man’s funda-
mental outlook, and expressionist art has taken this sub-
jective turn in advance of the more general change.
The lightning that Tom Speaks of is a remarkable
instance of Williams’ symbology- the world is lit as by
startling innovation which comes from above terrifying,
evil perhaps, but in its evil there is implication of some
yet unknown good. Tom views the modern spirit of commit-
ment to a practical world not with alarm but with wonder.
He senses the race between aging Europe and young America.
Inasmuch as Tom is a chorus-character and a generalization
of modern man, motivations for his behavior are vague and
unimportant. There is a great deal of each of us in Tom,
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but we are conscious of it as we have not been before.
The use of the stage is a forerunner to sub-
sequent use. There is only one setting, one place. But
it is composite. In this play there are several rooms of
the Wingfield apartment, all visible, plus the appurte-
nance of a fire escape. The various rooms are lighted
according to the action. Several rooms may be lighted at
once, on room containing verbal action, the others - pan-
tomine.
In the role of the mother. Miss Laurette Taylor
gave a performance which few audiences will forget. She
brought to the roles all the hidden nuances which ’Williams
intended but which are not faithfully transcribed by her
actual words. There is such a curious amalgamation of
emotional qualities in the character that she is not eas-
ily typed. She is humorous, refined, decadent, boister-
ous, giddy, shrewish, kind, indomitable, girlish, and pa-
thetic. But Williams’ dramatic world is not peopled ex-
clusively with misfits and extraordinary characters. The
“gentleman caller“--Jim O’Connor is a typical healthy
American extrovert, and his extroversion is vividly drama-
tized. Vi,’illiams has a fascination for the relationships
between introverted and extroverted types, and his fasci-
nation is seen by the constant juxtaposition he makes of
them. He does not condemn the sheer and somewhat careless
and Inconsiderate exuberance of ordinary nice people. The

picture of the smiling father in the background of the
play, the telephone worker who had left his family osten-
sibly by "falling in love with long distances," is an in-
stance of bringing in the incalculable measure of man’s
incongruous actions and feelings.
The use of language in this play also forecasts
a style which he was going to use with more surety and
beauty in Streetcar and Summer and ^oke , Williams uses
simple, colloquial English, spattered with American slang
Certain phrases seem to convey, outside their literal
meaning, a frame of mind, a mood; for instance, the
phrase, "Possess your soul in patience," as used both by
Amanda and Blanche DuBois, has tones of an imperious but
dwindling consciousness, of an infantile reversion to mi-
micry. The legacy from his poet-days is seen in such
passages as this:
I traveled around a great deal. The cities
swept about me like dead leaves, leaves that
were brightly colored but torn away from the
branches, I would have stopped, but I was
pursued by something. It always came upon
me unawares, taking me altogether by surprise.
Perhaps it was a familiar bit of music. Per-
haps it was only a piece of transparent glass,.
The imagery is brisk and drawn largely from
contemporary particularities, acts which have in them a
sense of the tragic groping of the age. There is much
lyrical use of music, and star and flower Images. There
is pervasive atmosphere of tenderness pitched against vio
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.
the greenest leaf
at the center curled....
The mirror image dominates the author’s mind, as he is
Intensely affected with the problem of appearance versus
reality. He seems to have been greatly influenced by
Hart Crane's lines;
As silently as a mirror is believed.
Realities plunge in silence by...
Heralded as the Eugene O'Neill of our day, he
has little influence that can be attributed to O'Neill,
Where in O'Neill usually traditional and historical plots
are contrived to appear fresh and original by a ruthlessly
realistic and contemporarily dimensional atmosphere, they
seem often rudely enforced upon, caught boldly from ano-
ther world. The realism of the characters generates the
greatest interest. It is realism oftentimes for tia e sake
of realism. Eben in Desire Under the Elms wants his spec-
tators to feel his anguish instantly, and in the attempt to
achieve a consciousness which is mutual to player and
spectator, O'Neill sacrifices idealistic overtones and
undercurrents of symbolism. V/illiams, on the other hand,
refuses to subject his players to instantaneous accep-
tance by spectators. Though they use a vocabulary as col-
loquial as O'Neill's characters, they are not as simpli-
fied, There are elements of mystery in each character.
This mystery is perhaps too consciously attached to char-

acters in his early efforts. For instance, the gentleman
caller in The Glass Menagerie is expressed by the author
to represent ‘*an emissary from a world of reality, the
long delayed but always expected something that we live
for.'*^ The abstractions which his maturer characters re-
present are more inextricably a part of their living per-
sonalities, which I shall show in my discussion of Street -
car .
It can be shown that Williams’ character-depic-
tion has many similarities to that of Jean Paul Sartre’s.
In No Exit we find the same interest in the '*incompre-
hension'* which exists between people; we find the more
introspective ‘’stream of consciousness” tendency being
objectified, or at least being presented in dramatic form.
Williams’ relation to Sartre is as a contemporary in
thought and psychology and points vividly to the possibil-
ity of a new and strong tradition which may well occupy a
very prominent position in years to come.
First-night critics were impressed most by the
craftsmanship, the beauty, and the spell of the play. The
unqualified fervor which met the play, I think, shows that
there was an immediate response to the extraordinary sensi-
bility and compassion of the poet-playwright which we
should not underestimate when we review this first star of
a new constellation,
2 Williams, Tennessee, The G-lass Mena.^erie
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IV - THE BROKEN WORLD; THE TRAOEDY OF INCOMPREHENSION
In most tragedies the hero or heroine dies. In
Williams’ tragedies there are no deaths for the tragic
figures, and this has created some criticism that his tra
gedies do not embody the intensely tragic tradition which
makes death the ultimate, inevitable and only actualiza-
tion of tragedy. In the Medieval and Elizabethan concep-
tions of tragedy, intense physical suffering followed by
death is the most conspicuous common rule, Chaucer, in
the prologue to the Monk’s Tale
,
condenses the whole sub-
stance of medieval tragedy;
Tragedie is to seyn a certeyn storie.
As olde bookes maken us memorie.
Of hym that stood in greet prosperitee.
And is y-fallen out of heigh degree
Into miserie, and endeth wrecchedly.
There is no mention of death in this definition because
it was universally taken for granted. The “wrecched”
ending of a hero is a poetical metaphor referring to
death which had come to mean the total disintegration,
spiritual as well as physical, of a personality. When
Chaucer re-iterates the substance of tragedy, he still
makes no concrete mention of death;
The harm of hem that stoode in heigh degree.
And fillen so ther nas no remedie.

A tragedy was an exemplurn. There was no point to explore
character, A man fell because of pride and because For-
tune, the famous sportive and malicious goddess, was al-
ways on hand to strike her inevitable, though sometimes de
leyed, blow. The inexplicable mystery of fate and the
transitoriness of human life were to Chaucer and his con-
temporaries the real essences of tragedy. Chaucer, in his
tremendous interest in the irony rather than in the spec-
tacle of tragedy, actually points to Shakespeare more than
most of the intervening writers of tragedy such as Norton
and Sackville, the author of Cambises
,
and Thomas Kyd, al-
though these furnished him with many technical devices,
and stimulated him more directly. It may not be too pre-
sumptuous to read into Chaucer’s words, ‘*no remedie," the
temper of his mind that it was man's relentless struggle
through a field of fated facts which constituted tragedy.
The abstract theme of fortune's mutability interested
Chaucer to a high degree, but he also took an interest in
the pitiful aspect of human nature most notable in his
story of Ugolino in the Monk's Tale , Chaucer uses drama-
tic irony in that the gods (and the author) are all-seeing
observers and the human players act and speak in a manner
which they would shun if they were aware of the real for-
tune awaiting them. In the majority of the tragedies of
the Monk's Tale, Chaucer's interest in the psychology of
prosperity itself is apparent. He sees the keenest happi
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ness of the man in great power is in his false belief in
the indestructibility of that power, a delusion which often
precipitates the tragic event. But Chaucer only dimly re-
alized the agitations of his mind and kept within the solid
medieval tradition which stressed simply the pride of men
which goeth before fall,
Shakespeare’s Richard II has a fanatical belief
in kingly divinity, and when it is at its peak, Bolingbroke
completely breaks it. Richard's reliance upon his divine
office more than upon his own head and heart dooms him to
an overthrow. It is Lear's belief in the utterly idealis-
tic father-daughter relationship that precipitates his es-
trangement from the world. With Timon of Athens it is his
false belief of man's selflessness which turns him into a
ranting misanthrope. It is Blanche DuBois' idealism and
sensitivity which finally defeat her. The tragic flaw
which Shakespeare's comprehensive soul saw as the essence
of tragedy is plainly Yifllllaras's main interest too. But
Williams' plays emphasize not only the tragic flaw as it
pulls the chief character to doom himself, but also those
flaws in other characters which contribute to the disaster
of the protagonist. It is the horrible web of human rela-
tionships which dominates V/illiams' conception of tragedy,
and justifies the specification "tragedy of incomprehen-
sion" which he himself publicly applied to Streetcar ,
The most important attitude which distinguishes
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Shakespeare from his predecessors, according to A. G. Brad-
ley, is that fate is not such an indeterminate factor. Ca-
lamities proceed mainly from actions, and these the actions
of men. Although we cannot place the whole blame of Lear's
catastrophe on his apparent folly, therein lies the tra-
gic element. The story of a Shakespearean tragedy does not
consist wholly of human actions or deeds, but the deeds are
the predominant factor. And these deeds are thoroughly ex-
pressive of the doer; they are, Bradley says, characteris-
tic deeds. **The center of the tragedy, therefore, may be
said with equal truth to lie in action issuring from charac-
ter or in character issuing in action,”! It is the way
that Shakespeare develops his tragedy that keeps our atten-
tion on the chief character rather than on fate-like in-
fluences, ”V)lh.at we feel strongly, as a tragedy advances to
its close, is that the calamities and catastrophes follow
inevitably from the deeds of men, and that the main source
of these deeds is character. The dictum that, with Shake-
speare, 'Character is destiny' is no doubt an exaggeration.,
but it is the exaggeration of vital truth, Shakespeare
represents abnormal conditions of mind, but these are never
introduced as the origin of deeds of any dramatic moment,
**Lear's insanity is not the cause of a tragic conflict any
1
2
Bradley, A
Ian & Go.,
Ibid., p.
Ltd.
13 ,
Shakespearean Tragedy,
,
p.-
"rJ,
London; Macmil-

more than Ophelia's; it is, like Ophelia's, the result of
a conflict; and in both cases the effect is mainly pathe-
tic«‘*3 The protagonists of Shakespearean tragedy are ex-
ceptional beings in that they are one-sided, predisposed in
one direction, unable to resist forces or tend fatally to
identify the whole being with one interest, object, passion
or habit of mind, **It is a fatal gift, but it carries with
it a touch of greatness; and when there is joined to it no-
bility of mind, or genius, or immense force, we realize the
full power or reach of the soul, and the conflict in which
it engages acquires that magnitude which stirs not only sym-
pathy and pity, but admiration, terror and awe,'*^ Shake-
spearean tragedy is not depressing since man's lot is shown
to be heart-rending and mysterious but never contemptible,
Pate is an ultimate power in the tragic world of
Shakespeare; it is a mythological expression for the whole
system of order, of which the Individual characters form an
inconsiderable and feeble part; which seems to determine
far more than they, their native dispositions and their cir-
cumstances, and through these, their actions. The last im-
portant generality of Shakespearean tragedy is the underly-
ing relationship of good to evil. Concerning this, Bradley
^
,
pp, 13, 14,
4 Ibid ,, p, 20,

says
!
In Shakespearean tragedy the main source of the
convulsion which produces suffering and death is
never good: good contributes to this convulsion
only from its tragic implication with its opposite
in one and the same character. The main source,
on the contrary, is in every case evil, and what
is more, it is in almost every case evil in the
fullest sense, not mere imperfection but plain
moral evil...Iago is the main source of the con-
vulsion in Othello ; Goneril, Regan and Edmund in
King Lear .
^
I think this observation is partly tainted by Bradley's
own ethical nature, since it is questionable that Shake-
speare meant lago or Edmund to be characters of “plain
moral evil," but I think there is enough evil substance
in them to justify Bradley's general conclusion.
With one exception, Bradley's foregoing analysis
of Shakespearean tragedy applies to Williams' chief con-
ception of tragedy. What we find different is that the
main source of evil is not nearly so clear in V/illiaras'
plays, and it is difficult to pin an indictm^ent on any
character for downright moral evil. There is more a le-
velling-out of good and evil in all characters. This at-
tenuates the enormously Important sense of evil we feel a
dramatist should possess, but it makes more cogeht and
plausible the operation of a “tragedy of incomprehension,"
which seems to mark Williams as an individual writer of
5 Ibid., p. 244
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tragedy. I shall touch upon Williams' conception of evil
later on in this paper.
It is, of course, true that any discussion of
tragedy cannot have much validity without bringing into
focus the very nature of character-depiction, but a fev/
general remarks can be made about the over-all emphasis in
the widest sense of the tragedy's construction, which may
properly be kept in mind when a specific investigation is
attempted. In making a condensed definition, I would say
that Williams' tragedy reflects the conflict within the
nature of any self-conscious individual between his asser-
tion of his separate individuality and his craving for one-
ness with the group of which he is a part. This is true of
Blanche DuBois, Amanda Wingate, and Alma Winemiller, Each
of these is a symbol of the frailty of earthly joy and
loveliness before evil powers. In a lecture at Harvard
in 1947 Williams described Blanche DuBois as a “burnt
offering not only for her own sins but for the sins of the
world. *'
One test of the dramatist's success is by the
feeling he creates that character and fate are one. When
there is a definite cleavage, the drama fails to give that
satisfaction which the tragic plays of Shakespeare and
Sophocles do so eminently. There are questions in our
mind as to whether Tom Wingate reacts completely as an
individual within a field of fated facts. With Blanche Du-
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Bois, on the other hand, all that she is is what she does
and whatever she does illuminates in some way what she is.
Schopenhauer stressed as the material fittest for tragedy
the strife of will with itself. In Streetcar no such
strife dominates, but it is an ever-present force, and it
is one of the chief causes which precipitates the tragedy.
Blanche is brought onto the stage already weakened by the
strife of will with itself, and like an open wound, it
bleeds throughout the play, Goethe's dictum that the sub-
ject of tragedy is the unreconcilable comes closer to de-
fining the power of Streetcar and Summer and bmoke ; in the
former it is the unreconcilable clash of reality with
idealism and in the latter the unreconcilability of flesh
and spirit. One of Williams' lav;s is that there is neces-
sitjT without but liberty within. The failure of human
beings is always associated with the divinity of the soul.
Even before the ruthless Stanley Kowalski, Blanche explains:
Physical beauty is passing, A transitory pos-
session, P5ut beauty of the mind and richness
of the spirit and tenderness of the heart---
and I have all of these things aren't taken
away, but growl Increase with the years! How
strange that I should be called a destitute
woman! When I have all of these treasures
locked in ray heart, 6
In expounding Hegel's theory of tragedy. A, G.
Bradley points out that mere suffering is not tragic, but
only the suffering that comes of a special kind of action,
^ Quotations from thi. s play are taken from the only extant
published edition by New Directions, 1947,
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Pity for mere misfortune, like fear of it, is
not tragic pity or fear. These are due to the
spectacle of the conflict and its attendant
suffering, which do not appeal simply to our
sensibilities or our instinct of self-preser-
vation, but also to our deeper mind or spirit.
The reason why the tragic donfllct thus appeals
to the spirit is that it is Itself a conflict
of the spirit. It is a conflict, that is to
say, between powers that rule the world of
man's will and action, *7
Williams is so Involved with conflicts of the spirit that
physical death can have no potency within his world. Yet
we ask ourselves, "Although there is no physical death,
there is something that dies and what is it?" Is it the
death of the individual's spiritual powers? Or is it the
death of society and the triumph of the individual over
it? I think we may find the answer by going back to Wil-
liams' own words that Blanche DuBois is "a burnt offering
not only for her own sins but for the sins of the world."
There is the exaltation of reconciliation along with im-
mediate sacrifice. And the sacrifice is inviolable.
According to Hegel, it is the indestructibility
of all that a single character means to us, which bears
the tragic feeling; that is, an emphasis is placed upon
personality, personality which is unrevokable. We are in-
terested in the personality of Orestes or Antigone, but
chiefly as it shov/s itself in one aspect, as Identifying
*7 Bradley, A, G., Oxford Lectures on Poetry
,
London; Mac-
millan & Go., Ltd
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itself with a certain ethical relation; and our interest
in the personality is inseparable and indistinguishable
from our interest in the pov/er it represents. The end,
then, of a tragic hero or heroine is almost implicit in
the very presentation of the particular personality.
In modern tragedy, the end pursued by the hero,
though it is not egoistic, is still presented as
his particular end than as something rightful
though partial. Partly from the concentration of
our interest in individuality, v;e desire to see
in the individual himself some sort of reconcil-
iation with his fate,
8
Poetic justice is then carried out only by an almost su-
perhuman consciousness in the hero. The final words of
Blanche DuBois give us an uncanny sense of a reconcilia-
tion with her fate, but at the same time, an indictment
of cruel and incomprehensible forces within the world
and a feeling that she has surpassed them, but in the
framework of her own imperfectness:
Whoever you are, I have always depended upon
the kindness of strangers,
Hegel gives further significance to the fall of the tragic
hero
;
It may appear in a religious form, as his feeling
that he is exchanging his earthly being for an
indestructible happiness; or again, in his re-
cognition of the justice of his fall; or at
least he may show us that, in the face of the
forces that crush him, he maintains untouched
the freedom and strength of his own will,
9
8 Ibid
., p. 79.
8 Loc. clt .
.1
4
There are implications of the first and last of these
feelings in the downfall of Blanche DuBois. Her last
speeches contain all the bravura, the pathetic whimsical-
ity, the undefeated idealism, and hope which make up her
nature
.
Those cathedral bells they're the only clean
thing in the quarter. Well, I'm going now, I'm
ready to go.... I can smell the sea air. The
rest of the time I'm going to spend on the sea.
You know what I shall die of? I shall die of
eating an unv/ashed grape one day out on the
ocean. I will die with my hand in the hand
of some nice-looking ship's doctor, a very
young one with a small blond mustache and a
big silver watch. ‘‘Poor lady,” they'll say,
“the quinine did her no good. That unwashed
grape has transported her soul to heaven.”
And I'll be buried at sea sewn up in a clean
white sack and dropped overboard--at noon--
in the blaze of summer--and into an ocean as
blue as ray first lover's eyes]
Williams has escaped the pitfall of making external neces-
sities exist in themselves and of having them cast the
tragedy into its mold. The objection that one critic has
made to the arrival of the Doctor and matron to take
Blanche away to an asylum is to me completely Indefensible,
for Blanche's defeat is sufficiently vtfithin herself to de-
fy the possibility that they represent mere instruments
to her fate, or that they are instruments of fate itself.
The pathetic tones of the play, and there are many, have
not been allov;ed to impinge upon the truly tragic. This
is more fully explained by Hegel:
But there remain many modern tragedies where we
have to attribute the catastrophe not to any kind

of justice, but to unhappy circumstances and
outward accidents. And then we can only feel
that the individual whose personal ends are
thwarted by mere particular circumstances and
chances, pays the penalty that awaits existence
in a scene of contingency and finitude. Such
a feeling cannot rise above sadness, and, if
the hero is a noble soul, it may become^ the im-
pression of a dreadflul external necessity. This
impression can be avoided only when circum-
stances and accident are so depicted that they
are felt to coincide with something in the
hero himself, so that he is not simply des-
troyed by an outward force, 10
The similarity of Williams' tragic writing to
Shakespeare's demands consideration. The most obvious
similarity is the common refusal to expound moral precepts
or to Interpret morality. It is interesting to note that
the perspicacious Samuel Johnson in his Preface to Shake -
speare condemns Shakespeare's lack of moral "distribution.
It is this lack which future ages have come to admire,
and Johnson's eloquent criticism has strangely in it the
seeds of great praise to men of such disparate talents and
ages as Shakespeare and Williams,
His first defect is that to which may be im-
puted most of the evil in books or in men. He
sacrifices virtue to convenience, and is so
much more careful to please than to instruct,
that he seems to write without any moral pur-
pose, From his writings indeed a system of
social duty may be selected, for he that thinks
reasonably must think morally; but his pre-
cepts and axioms drop casually from him; he
makes no just distribution of good or evil,
nor is always careful to shew in the virtuous
a disapprobation of the wicked; he carries his
10Ibid,. D, 80

persons Indifferently through right and wrong,
and at the close dismisses them without further
care, and leaves their examples to operate by
chance. This fault the barbarity of the age
cannot extenuate; for it is always a writer’s
duty to make the world better, and justice is
a virtue Independent on time or place,
H
In A Streetcar Named Desire the characters do not
operate within^ a world but they themselves operate a world.
They are not puppets of a fate-decided world or a world
bitterly condemning their Instincts, They do not see the
world as their nemesis. They inhabit first their private
wills and then the world. They are individuals with his-
tory behind them and a compacted awareness of their possi-
bilities, which althou nakedly presented at birth, seem to
be bred through years of human frustration and conscious-
ness. They speak naively but they betray their explicit
background with an enlightened and cosmic awareness of
their predicaments being uniquely and inescapably cast in
a particular period of human history. They are figures
transmogrified by the most persistent of human conflicts;
they have, as it were, migrated through time, unseen, but
awakening to find themselves, like Bruenhilde on the rock,
emotionaally violent and vincible as their forefathers,
Blanche is not only aware of the *’epic fornications” of
her forefathers but of the epic Implications of man's bar-
barous background, and she justifies herself in the fore-
11 Smith, D, Nichol, editor, Shakespeare Criticism , London:
Oxford University Press, 1946
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ground by realizing her catastrophe as being in one sense
unique. For she is a modern heroine suffering a current
common neurosis--a schizoid personality in a schizoid era;
suffering the disintegration which a world of excess phys-
ical manifestations causes.
We are, of course, conscious of specific condi-
tions: the recklessness and physical dissipation of the New
Orleans Vleux Q,uartier; the emphasis of Blanche's reliance
on the security of Belle Reve, the old family estate and
how its loss brought on much of her insecurity and chaos;
the reluctance of Stella to protect her sister because it
would mean deprival of sexual gratification with Stanley.
At times, when the characters are joined together, they
gain force by becoming, in addition to individual person-
alities - personified abstractions. There arise highly
charged conflicts not only among characters but among such
forces as Brute Desire, Covetousness, Pride, One cannot
attribute any character to one basic weakness, although
there are tragic flaws in all of them. There is only
slight exaggeration in the characters themselves in order
to testify to the law that human beings cut themselves off
from sympathy and compassion in order to fulfill or at
least keep uninterrupted each individual life-will. This
is revealed particularly in the character of Stella, who,
with the intrinsic capacity to understand her sister, re-
jects her to fulfill the libidinous joy which has consti-
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tuted the greatest offering of her marriage relationship.
Not only is Blanche a physical barrier to her but the sym-
bol of Stella's past and lost sensibilities. She has de-
flated herself completely to live compatibly in Stanley's
world. At the mere thought that an Incestuous relation
has taken place between Blanche and her husband, she de-
cides to close her mind in order to give her ‘‘sensual race
the rein" She says candidly, if wearily, to Eunice;
I couldn't believe her story and go on living
with Stanley.
And Eunice, a character who has never had to make any com-
promise and is the spokesman for the life force sheared of
purpose and ideals, says;
Don't ever believe it. Life has got to go on.
No matter what happens, you've got to keep on
going.
There is also a note of ironical stoicism in her words
which we cannot overlook.
Thus Streetcar
,
as any good tragedy, exists on
several levels of signification and urges many intelligi-
ble decipherings. Anyone who sees or reads the play,
however, cannot be content with its literal coherence.
Such questions of meaning arise as; Is Blanche DuBois
morally guilty, victim of her unrepugnable sensitivity or
her original sin? Is Stella Kowalski ”free“ to attach her-
self to a more virtuous life? Is Stanley aware of his
cruelty to Blanche, or merely perpetuating the uncontrol-
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lable mystery of his fate? One critic may understand the
play as a fable of the moral will, seeing it as a struggle
between a righteous Blanche and the motiveless malice of
her companions, a malice which in times of Oreek tragedy
would be imputed to hostile and sportive gods. Other in-
terpretations on theological, social and philosophical
bases can be made; but a theory based upon a redaction to
one level would be partial, for it is the essential mys-
tery that Vi/llllams focusses upon whereby the tragic human
is on a level beneath or prior to any rationalization what-
ever. As Blanche’s past is gradually unfolded (for the
first two-thirds of the play) her life is seen as a help-
less and floundering quest for her true nature and desti-
ny, and the seeking action takes many forms for instance
an irresistible disgust for her sister’s compromised ex-
istence. The proposition that Blanche’s action constitutes
a flight rather than a quest is hardly tenable when we
consider the denouement of the tragedy, which shows a
character of ironic strength and beauty in lines which do
not constitute a renunciation but an annunciation to her-
self and to the world:
V/hoever you are, 1 have always depended on
the kindness of strangers.
She endures forces she cannot control; she is tied to
fate, but at tlie same time she wills her every move by
the implacable insistence of her sensitivity and her

Christian dependence upon suffering. With this in mind,
the ambiguities involved in any logical treatment of the
play fade away before the fact that the spiritual content
of the play is the tragic action directly presented. There
is triumph and destruction, lamenting and rejoicing at
every moment of the play.
The ambiguous terra "unity of action" somehow
accounts for the success of the play. Coleridge said it
is not properly a rule but in itself the end of all po-
etry, \f^Q niust be careful not to define action as out-
ward physical movement or deeds v;hlch are more properl 5^
called effects of action. But action, in its most impor-
tant sense in drama, means the direction of movement of
the total personality whereby it realizes its being, or
actualizes itself, at any moment, Aristotle says that
the tragic poet is primarily concerned with making of
plots and that the plot is the soul of tragedy. The plot,
then, actualizes not only the distracted fits of passion
but also the deeper passion underlying the whole dramatic
fabric. Tragedy, consequently, is not essentially a work
of discursive reason, but of histrionic sensibility; the
elements of its composition are not primarily ideas but
actions which actualize character and which also possess
symbolic power. If there is, as Aristotle maintains,
12 Pergusson, Francis, "Oedipus Rex: The Tragic Rhythm of
Action," Accent
,
VIII, no 3(1948), p. 163,
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a subliminal conception of the tragedy's core, then the
characters do not represent the compulsive force whereby
the whole tragedy is seen at one flash. There is in the
play something greater, less definable, something beyond
characters but which provides for them. Ibsen v^rote to
his publishers after two years' work on The Y/ild Duck
that the play was nearly complete and he would now proceed
to a more energetic individuation of the characters,!^
This in no way lessens importance of characters but seems
to indicate rather that emotional atmosphere precedes
their growth as a real but inexplicable v/orld proceeds
our being born,
Francis Fergusson has pointed out that the
French classic drama of Racine restricted Itself to a
drama of static situations, of clear concepts and merely
Illustrative images, and that Nietzsche's Influence
tempted dramatists to compose in sensuous Images and to
create action by association and contrast according to
the logic of feeling,!"^ It is clearly the Nietzschean in-
fluence that 1/Villiaras has Inherited probably because it
is more richly and clearly embodied in the habits and
temper of this age. Passion and its relation to the sub-
conscious diminishes clear rationalism, but it does not
13 Ibid
., p. 165.
14 Op. Git,
'h
cancel it altogether. Action takes the form of reason as
well as of passion and of contemplation by way of symbol.
Conceptual clarity V/illiams sacrifices by his intense re-
spect for mystery and by his attitude that tragedy lies in
the primitive yet subtle roots of life. In Williams’ plsy
to date there is a predominance of pathos over a well-de-
fined tragic view.
The terror of life is its incomprehensibility,
which, in turn, is the basis for the cruelty and brutality
in Williams’ dramatic world. Cruelty does not exist as an
autonomous force, nor does it occur unmotivated; and evil
is conceived mainly as an all-too tangible eruption of
cruelty. Blanche cries out to Stanley in Scene Ten;
Deliberate cruelty is not forgivable. It is
the only unforgivable thing in my opinion,
and it is the one thing of which I have never,
never been guilty.
Blanche’s statement is partly ironic, for she has called
Stanley an ape. Her neurasthenic condition and her in-
capacity for submitting to the baser aspects of reality
modify to a great extent her guilt. Vi/hat is ironic is
that cruelty is committed when there seems no way to
escape it. Blanche’s cruelty is more justifiable than
Stanley’s, but by its very presence in Blanche, Williams
casts it as an unhelpable error in the human being.
Stanley’s cruelty is tenacious, Blanche’s more or less
unavoidable; but the dimension of evil is such that it
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overtakes all people. Evil is not pardonable, but there
is in it an essence of mystery and awe and its source
cannot easily be concluded. Thus, Williams’ philosophy
of evil bears similarity to that voiced by W. H. Auden in
his poem, "Herman Melville:"
It is the evil that is helpless like a lover
And has to pick a quarrel and succeeds.
And both are openly destroyed before our eyes, 15
We know both evil and good exist. EVil conquers good
and thus comes our sense of the tragic. But the tragic
dramatist does not merely present the good as good; its
presence is in an adulterated or incarcerated state--
like the soul which strives to free Itself of the body,
good strives to be free of evil. It is only when the
good is helplessly addicted to evil that we can feel
greater possibilities for the good. This is the over-
all cast of Shakespeare's depiction of evil, too, lago,
who more centrally depicts evil than any other of Shake-
speare’s characters, is the lucid portrayal of his con-
cept. Coleridge’s assertion that lago’s evil craft is
"motiveless malignity" seems to most current-day critics,
if not completely invalid, at least evasive or unimportant.
It does, however, present truthfully one phase of evil;
the indefinable character which accompanies Intelligence
and even creativeness which cannot be explained away by
The Collected Poetry of W. H, Auden
,
New York; Random
House, 1945, p, 147,
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motivations. The motive of jealousy on the one hand, or
the explanation that lego wants to satisfy his thwarted
sense of superiority may have important roles in illumin-
ating lago ' s character, but Shakespeare makes it clear
enough that these alone do not constitute the full expla-
nation, When lago, toward the end of the play, says of
Cassio;
He hath a daily beauty in his life
Which makes me ugly
Shakespeare is endowing lago with a keen sense of mora-
lity which he has obviously over-thrown, consciously or
unconsciously. There is a factor of helplessness in
lago's falling prey to an enormous vitality in perpetrating
evil. It is this factor which V/illiaras stresses. In the
case of Stanley the emphasis or the underlying motivation
is his narrowness and insensitivity to higher human feel-
ing, But this does not explain all, for hiw own natur-
ally emphatic instinct for sexual gratification should
or could bring him sympathetically closer to Blanche in
her dilemma, but, on the contrary, their point of common-
ness only serves to distract Stanley from a more compre-
hensive view and induces a tragic blindness. Shakespeare's
tragic villains always die; som.e, like Edmund, repent and
then die. Stanley cannot repent and lives, and in a
sense, symbolizes the unending and incalculable presence
of evil in the world
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Evil inspires equally terror and pity, both of
which combine to create the tragic emotion. In the final
effect the tragic emotion comes to a stasis it does
not tear and pull. There is a culmination point; the ca-
tharsis is not endless. Joyce’s Stephen Daedalus expres-
ses this; “The tragic emotion, in fact, is a face looking
two ways, towards terror and towards pity, both of which
are phases of it. You see I use the word arrest
. I
mean that the tragic emotion is static. Or rather the
dramatic emotion is,"l^ In a more analytical exposition,
Daedalus takes up the two components of the tragic emotion,
“Pity is the feeling which arrests the mind in the pre-
sence of whatsoever is grave and constant in human suf-
ferings, and unites it with the human sufferer. Terror
is the feeling which arrests the mind in the presence of
whatsoever is grave and constant in human sufferings and
unites it with the secret cause...
The essence of pity evoked by Williams in
Streetcar is that duality of feeling caused by desire-
appeasement of the senses to make up for a lack of spi-
ritual companionship in an unspiritual world. In Summer
and Smoke it is the more subtle effect of the thwarted
desire and the world’s withdrawing from the distraught
Joyce, James, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
,
London; Jonathan Gape, 1916, p, 233.
Ibid., p. 232.
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idealist In The Grlass Menagerie the pity is in the stri-
ving to love whatever can be worthily possessed.
The character of Stanley Kowalski is Williams’
most direct presentation of evil. The criticism that
Stanley is not well-motivated and consequently not well-
projected indicates a reluctance on Williams’ part to
make more explicit the ’’secret cause” of the instinct and
perpetration of evil. In a lecture at Harvard, the play-
wright stated that Stanley was a type frequently met with
in the world and intimated that his deficiency was real
but not altogether calculable. Through Blanche's words
we feel that there is some human depravity in Stanley,
similar to that which Melville presented in his stirring
figure of Glaggart in Billy Budd . It is Stanley’s nar-
rowness and acceptance of crudity which dramatizes his
not-too-apparen t defects. We look on Stanley with the
same observation, terror and pity that Joyce feels on
looking at one of his companions; "The long slender
flattened skull beneath the long pointed cap brought be-
fore Stephen’s mind the image of a hooded reptile. The
eyes, too, were reptile-like, in glint and gaze. Yet at
that instant, humbled and alert in their look, they were
lit by one tiny human point, the window of a shrivelled
soul, poignant and self -embittered . ”^ft is the shrivelled
Ibid. ,p. 234.18
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soul, we feel, that Williams is emphasizing; and in his
portrayal of Stanley’s failure as a human being, he is
revealing a respect for the divine.
The clash of instincts, foreseeable and ironic,
is a gripping subject for tragedy. Williams mercilessly
exhibits instinct; there is no attenuation of its basic
crudity and no alleviation of the disintegrating forces
it has upon the personality itself and on those person-
alities it touches upon by chance. We are amused by the
lust of the nighbors upstairs, but we cringe at the refer-
ence. Williams is a poet of nature insofar as he treats
of the passions and instincts of people,
Lewis Campbell has stated in his book, Tr a gi
c
Drama ;
Glytemnestra would not be a tragic heroine if
the bare determination for vengeance were not
mingled, on the one hand with maternal affec-
tion, and on the other with a real attachment
to her unworthy paramous. Nor should the pre-
sence in her of ’compunctious visitings' and
a natural horror of blood-guiltiness be al-
together ignored,
Blanche’s sexual instincts are mercilessly exhibited, but
they are not exhibited as if a clinical study had been
undertaken, Blanche’s first reaction to Stanley is one of
attraction-fepulsion , She dares to flounce before him
obvious sexual mannerisms partly in defense to make
19 Campbell, Lewis, Tragic Drama
,
Nev/ York: Longsman,
G-reen & Go., 1904, p, 44,
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Stanley like her, but there is an undercurrent of actual
sexual passion, which she renounces as she recognizes it
with heart-stricken consciousness. Stanley is a cynosure
of significance. Not only does he cause an ambivalent
feeling in Blanche, but he symbolizes so much of the ir-
ony of her life, irony which she has not been able satis-
factorily to cope with. He stands for the giant battle
of flesh and spirit. He stands for that v/hich Incites
and never satisfies. He becomes the object of all that i
hateful to her of her past life, and symbol of ell the
world-forces which have ravaged her. The Homeo-Jullet
love of Alan and Blanche is not merely a device for shov/-
ing the intrinsic sensitivity and compassion of Blanche's
personality, but reveals the maternal affection which is
in her. This is reiterated in her relationship to Mitch,
who in many ways, parallels the character of Allan. It
may appear that making Allan a homosexual points to sheer
melodrama, but without that design the illumination of
Blanche's character would be very febrile, Blanche falls
in love with the sensitive boy. Her supreme longing if
for mutual sensitivity. Fate strikes twice; her love in-
terest in Mitch is prompted by the same unchangeable
force in her nature. Mitch appears almost as a second-
rate Allan, He is lost, bewildered, possesses a strong
mother-comples . He also has indistinct signs of homo-
sexuality in his lack of knowledge of women, in his
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outrageous treatment of Blanche when he knov/s of her past,
and in his naive preoccupation with his physical appear-
ance, Blanche does not appear to be conscious of the
parallelism. She is desperate for security. Her nature
again leads her to disaster. Her action, we see, is of
sensational immediacy, but within some haunting cosmic
order. Just as she accepted Allen with benign assurance,
she accepts Mitch on the same faith of her warm heart.
But her nature, in a direct and total way, cannot tolerate
Stanley, We see the total incommensurability of the very
beings of Blanche and Stanley they shrink from one ano-
ther as from the uncanny. But it is Blanche who is deep-
ly-wounded, and her wound is shov;n not only in her self-
agony, but in the agony over her sister's predicament.
Contemporary critics almost without exception
have called the play as the story of the disintegration
of a woman in the decadent society of the South, or,
more luridly, the bitter story of a prostitute. The em-
phasis on Blanche's being a prostitute has blinded many
from a more cosmic interpretation of her character. It
has made her so real as to exclude so many of the implica-
tions which Williams has ound about her, and has, I fear,
given rise to the feeling that the play is another in-
stance of modern sensationalism. Whitman's poem to a
prostitute did much to open the eyes of his generation;
that prostitution was mot merely physical aberration or
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illness, Williams stresses the psychological importance
of Blanche's dov/nfall. To conceive Blanche's tragedy in
simple terms of her prostitution or nymphomania is as
foolish as to state Macbeth's tragedy simply as his being
a murderer. It is part of my effort to shov/ the more in-
ward and psychological currents of the play.
Blanche is aware of her guilt, but in the face
of so many storms, her guilt is submerged in the effort to
live. Struggle for existence is her sole battle. Atone-
ment for her sin is implicit in that. Her passion, it
must be remembered, had been carefully repressed, until
her life had contained nothing. Her story is not the same
as the false Gressida, but she retains Gressida's femi-
nine weakness, Gressida says:
Ah, poor our sexl this fault in us I find.
The error of our eye directs our mind,
V/hat error leads must err; 0, then conclude
Minds swayed by eyes are full of turpitude,
Gressida has a full feeling of guilt. But Blanche has
not been faithless in an ordinary sense. And when she has
the hope of Mitch's companionship, she refrains from a
possible intimacy with a young boy. Her guilt is - what
error leads must err. She wants to confide her guilt to
Stella ;
I never was hard or self-sufficient enough.
When people are soft soft people have got to
court the favor of hard ones, Stella. Have
got to be seductive put on soft colors, the
colors of butterfly wings, and glow--make a
little temporary magic just in order to pay

for one night's shelter! That's why I've been
not so awf'ly good lately, I've run for pro-
tection, Stella, from under one leaky roof to
another leaky roof because it was storm--all
storm, and I was caught in the center . .People
don't see you--men don't--don't even admit your
existence unless they are making love to you.
And you've got to have your existence admitted
by someone, if you're going to have someone's
protection. And so the soft people have got to
shimmer and glow--put a paper lantern over the
light, ,, But I'm scared now--awf'ly scared. I
don't know how much longer I can turn the
trick. It isn't enough to be soft. ^You've
got to be soft and attractive. And I--T'm
fading now!
But Stella will not listen and rebukes her for being raor
bid. V!hen Blanche finds in Hitch a great capacity for d
votion, she can hold back her anguish no longer and she
recounts her early catastrophe;
He was a boy, just a boy, when I was a very
young girl. When I was sixteen, I made the
discovery--love , All at once and much, much
too completely. It was like you suddenly
turned a blinding light on something that had
always been half in shadow, that's how it
struck the world for me. But I was unlucky,
deluded. There was something different about
the boy, a nervousness, a softness and tender-
ness which wasn't like a man's, although he
wasn't the least bit effeminate looking
still that thing was there... He came to me
for help. I didn't know that, I didn't find
out anything till after our marriage when we'd
run away abd cine back and all I knew was I'd
failed him in some mysterious way and wasn't
able to give the help he needed but couldn't
speak of! He was in the quicksands and clutch-
ing at me but I wasn't holding him out, I
was slipping in with him! I didn't know that.
I didn't know anything except I loved him
unendurably but without being able to help
him or help myself. Then I found out. In the
worst of all possible ways. By coming suddenly
into a room that I thought was empty .. .which
wasn't empty, but had two people in it, ..the
c
boy I had married and an older man who had been
his friend for y ears .Afterwards we pretended
that nothing had happened. Yes, the three of us
drove out to Moon Lake Casino, very drunk and
laughing all the way. We danced the Varsouviana,
Suddenly in the middle of the dance the boy I
had married broke away from me and ran out of
the casino, A fev/ moments later a shot! I
ran out--all did--all ran and gathered about
the terrible thing at the edge of the lakei
I couldn't get near for the crowding. Then some-
body caught my arm, "Don't go any closer i Gome
backl You don't want to seel” See whatj Then I
heard voices say--Allani Allani The drey Boy,
He'd stuck the revolver into his mouth, and
fired--so that the back of his head had been
blown away] It was because--on the dance-f loor--
unable to stop myself— I'd suddenly said ”I
saw] I know] You disgust me...” And then the
searchlight which had been turned on the world
was turned off again and never for one moment
since has there been any light that's stronger
than this ki tchen--candle. . .
.
V/hen Mitch discovers, through Stanley, of Blanche's sub-
sequent life, and confronts her with indignation and hate,
she confesses her life, not for the sake of justifying it
to herself or to Mitch, but in a helpless attempt to live
through it completely and on. There is the recognition
that her panic is at once the source of her sin and the
protecting force of her existence.
Blanche is a symbol of the chaotic life-urge.
She says to Mitch:
Yes, yes, magic] I try to give that to people,
I misrepresent things to them, I don't tell
the truth. I tell what ought to be truth.
And if that is sinful, then let me be damned
for it]
She exists partly in the realm of her childhood since she
clings to illusions that contradict reality. She has a
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more or less patent clinging to the childhood level of
consciousness a rebellion against the hateful forces
which tend to involve her in the world. She cannot re-
sist putting on ’’butterfly wings'* to spare her from re-
ality. Carl Gr. Jung has investigated this clinging to
childhood which helps account for Blanche's behavior.
No one can free himself from his childhood with-
out first generoulsy occupying himself with it,
as we have long since found out from the Freud-
ian researches. Nor is this freedom accomplished
through mere intellectual knowledge; it can be
effected only through a re-remembering, which is
also a re-experiencing. Much childhood material
remains undisposed of in the psyche because of
the rapid flow of the years, and the overwhelming
rush of the newly discovered world. We have
not freed ourselves from it, but only removed
ourselves from it. So if, in later years, we
return to our childhood memories, we find there
still living frangments of our own personalities,
which lock us in their embraces and permeate us
again with the feeling of our earlier days. Those
fragments are still in the childhood state and
for that reason strong and immediate. Only when
they are joined again to the adult consciousness
can they lose their infantile aspect and be
corrected. This personal unconscious must al-
ways first be disposed of that is to say,
made conscious; otherwise, the entrance to the
collective unconscious cannot be opened, 20
There is within her a constant struggle between con-
sciousness and instinct. In this respect she represents
the struggle for a soul Her struggle is lucidly touched
upon in the following passage by Jung:
Jung, Carl G.
,
The Integration of the Personality
,
New York; Farrar & Rinehart, Inc.
,
1939
, P« 111 ,
20

It is the growth of consciousness which we
must thank for the existence of problems; they
are the dubious gift of civilization. It is
just man's turning away from instinct--that
creates qonsciousness. Instinct is nature and
seeks to perpetuate nature; while consciousness
can only seek culture or its denial. Even when
we turn back to nature, inspired by a Rousseau-
esque longing, we 'cultivate' nature. As long
as we are still submerged in nature we are un-
conscious, and we live in the security of in-
stinct that knows no problems. Everything in
us that still belongs to nature shrinks away
from a problem; for its name is doubt, and
wherever doubt holds sway, there is uncertainty
and the possibility of divergent ways. And
where several ways seem possible, there we
have turned away from the certain guidance of
instinct and are handed over to fear .. .Problems
thus draw us into an orphaned and isolated
state where we are abandoned by nature and are
driven to consciousness. There is no other way
open to us; we are forced to resort to dedisions
and solutions where we formerly trusted ourselves
to natural happenings. Every problem, therefore,
brings the possibility of a widening of con-
sciousness but also the necessity of saying
good-bye to childlike unconsciousness and trust
in nature. This necessity is a psychic fact of
such importance that it constitutes one of the
essential symbolic teachings of the Christian
religion. It is the sacrifice of the merely
natural man--of the unconscious, ingenuous
being whose tragic career began with the eating
of the apple in Paradise. The biblical fall of
man presents the dawn of consciousness as a
curse. And as a matter of fact it is in this
light that we first look upon every problem
that forces us to greater consciousness and
separates us even further from the paradise of
unconscious childhood .. .We choose to have cer-
^tainties and no doubts--r esults and no experi-
ments--without even seeing that certainties can
arise only through doubt, and results through
experiment. The artful denial of a problem will
not produce conviction; on the contrary, a wider and
higher consciousness is called for to give us the
certainty and clarity we need.^^
Jung, Carl G., Modern Man in Search of a Soul
,
New
York; Harcourt, Brace & Go., 1939, pp. 110-111,

Blanche's excursion into fantasy or the unreal shows
neurotic "artful denial," But v;e must consider how she is
pitted against cruel forces* As she represents chaotic
life-urge, something like secret knowledge or hidden wis-
dom clings to her curious irrational elfin nature. She
is a derelict guest of the Kowalski's and of the world.
Her childishness and vanity are as plausible as Lear's,
She seems to say with Achilles:
My mind is troubled, like a fountain stirr'd
And I myself see not the bottom of it.
But she recognizes that it is only she who can ever see
the bottom of it. Only what is essential can grow out
of hwEself. The vanity of the body and the corruption of
the body are manifestations of the intense sufferings of
the soul. The alternating respect and disrespect for her
body surely indicates her desire unconsciously to make
the body suffer as had the soul. Thus, in the middle of
a heartless and unrestrained humanity, there is an in-
tense concentration of the self.
Blanche is only incidentally a mirror to catch
the physical conceits, grimaces and attitudes of the day.
It is how her soul is implicated in the vulturism of
earth which is Williams' prime concern. In addition to
and because of this, she is also a study in neurosis,
Blanche's emotions seem to possess her and Isolate her
like ingenious devils. As her emotions climb, there is
an accompanying loss of consciousness, a narrowing-down
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of the mind to a single-mindedness, which finally capitu-
lates to what we might term imbecility in Scene Ten, as
she shakes the world of its dimensions and clutches to her
bisom her faded, flowery dress as the last palpable ves-
tige of her make-believe world. These actions reveal that
in all of us lodges the same fuel to light the same fire.
Blanche remembers her first lover’s eyes as she
thinks of the sea for the unfathomableness of both is
the ruling principle of her faith. Love and unfathomable-
ness are united. She v/ants to die in the sea, for the sea in
all its remoteness and alluring receptiveness is the only
substitute for death itself, which she renounces in a
firm. Implacable belief in life. The cruelty of the
characters to Blanche serves not so much to condemn them
in our eyes as it does to emphasize Blanche's indomitable
strength to live. There is a curious sense of Senecan
stoicism in her nature, so that as her tragedy becomes
more inevitable and complete, she strives to cheer herself
up. She thereby discloses her own truth of what it is to
be alive: an act v/hich verifies that character deter-
mines destiny.

V - TRAilEDY OF FLKSH AND SPIRIT
In Sumnier end Smoke the playwright has not set
himself up as an interpreter of the spiritual world nor
reveals how the people of his age come to inhabit it, but
he presents both the inherited and spontaneous love for
the spiritual in an individual whose life has been unal-
terably shaped by a twentieth century America.
In his review of the play Mr. Brooks Atkinson,
a leading New York critic, wrote, in part:
Although Tennessee Williams writes a gentle
style, he has a piercing eye,.,This is a tone
poem in the genre of The Grlass Menagerie and
A Streetcar Named Desire the same mystic
frustration and the same languid doom. So
far Mr. Vtfilliams has been writing variations
of the same theme... But again the insight into
character is almost unbearably lucid. Although
it derives from compassion, it is cruel in its
insistence on the truth... As a poet, Mr. Wil-
liams is less concerned with events than with
adventures of the spirit. Nothing much hap-
pens in Summer and Smoke except that the min-
ister's daughter loves the physician's son
next door and can never break through a sha-
dowy wall that separates them. All her life
she reaches out after him, but he pulls a-
way. She is respectable, religious, pure-
minded and idealistic. He is wild and dissi-
pated and believes as thoroughly in grati-
fying the flesh as she does in worshiping the
soul. Half-v/ay through the play his dissi-
pations result in a disaster that shocks him,
and he realizes that she has always been right.
He, too, now believes in the reality of the
fr
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spirit. But again they pass each other. Fate
stands inexplicably betv/een them. . .As its title
suggests. Summer and Smoke deals in truths that
are insubstantial. But as Mr. Vi/illiams sees it,
these are the truths that are most profound and
the most painful, for they separate who logi-
cally should be together .. .Although he is deal-
ing in impulses that cannot be literally de-
fined, the twin themes of his tone poem are
clearly stated; spirit and flesh, order and anar-
chy. He has caught them in the troubled broo-
ding of two human hearts. ..Mr, Williams and his
two principal actors have performed the miracle
of translating a drab corner of life into some-
thing that is tremulous with beauty,
^
Mr. Atkinson tells us many important things;
further comment is invited by them. By calling Summer and
Smoke a variation on the same theme, Mr. Atkinson refers
us to the theme of frustration. However, there are more
definitely marked themes as well, as I have previously
pointed out in my examination of Streetcar . Frustration
is an ill which pervades present-day life and so, by its
own right, it pervades his plays as a ground-base, but
if it were to be so emphasized in all three of his plays,
he could justifiably be considered limited in scope. It
is true that, like The G-lass Menagerie and Streetcar
,
Summer and Smoke is a tone poem of subtle shadings of the
restless passions and broodings of significant but not
particularly remarkable people. Like The 3-lass Menagerie
,
Summer and Smoke might be termed a domestic tragedy, for
it is the emergence from the home, with the same kind of
21 Atkinson, Brooks, The New York Times, Oct 7, 48, p. 33
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awakening as of birth which Williams treats. It is the
consciousness of human beings whey they discover that
they are single world and that each must walk to God a-
lone. In Summer and Smoke Williams is dealing with the
birth trauma of the self, the conscious self. Unlike
its predecessors, the play is a full life-picture of two
individuals who seem destined for one another and who are
finally parted by the whims, the savageries of fate. The
play takes the couple from childhood, through adolescence,
to young woraanhood and young manhood. In atmosphere and
tone the play is closer to The Glass Menagerie ; there are
pictures of sorrowful home-life; there is little physical
violence; attention is directed to the states rather than
explosions of human feeling; there is an emphasis on the
fleetingness and fragility of human life. It is closer to
Streetcar in that it offers a fuller depiction of persona-
lity, a more engrossing study of personality as the clue
to tragedy itself. At the same time the psychological
Intent seems more integrated and purposeful, Y/illiams
gives a psychological survey of the time ‘*in the troubled
brooding of tv/o human hearts,” As in Streetcar there is
a conscious fusion of tragic elements. Whereas the domi-
nant subject matter of Streetcar
,
hov/ever, weighs it to
be called a "tragedy of incomprehension, ”, the material in
this play suggests that there is a more cautious balancing
tf, I'
of the tragedy of incomprehension with the tragedy of the
individual soul.
The line of poetry which serves as a foreward
to the play suggests an aura in which the play seems to
live. It also suggests its peculiar dynamics. The
lines of poetry serving as invocation to Streetcar
,
which
were recommended by myself, have the power to suggest the
entire world in which Blanche moves:
And so it was I entered the broken world
To trace the visionary company of love, its voice
An instant in the wind (I know not whither hurled)
But not for long to hold each desperate choice.
--"The Broken Tower" by Hart Crane
For Summer and Smoke Yifllliams has selected the opening
line of Rainer Marla Rilke's Duino Elegies ;
Who, if I were to cry out, would hear me
among the angelic orders?
The temper of the play is a cry held v/ithin. The pa-
tience of the heroine is glorified like Viola's:
She never told her love.
But let concealment like a worm i' the bud
Peed on her damask cheek... She sat like Patience
On a m.onument, smiling at grief.
Williams' attraction to Rilke clarifies some of the
poetic intentions which hover about the play. Like Henry
James, Rilke was a man who devoted his life to impressions
so that he became "votary and victim" of the scenes of
life. Impressions went far beyond momentary significance;
they were stable and persistent members of a valid world.
In such manner he was interested in an extension of re-
txm
allty. He read into visible objects the very fullest
meaning he might hope they would learn to have. It was
this process of constructing visions which he believed was
intrinsically a European trait, and he expresses with the
following disman the lock of such a living trait in i'uner-
ica .
Now there come crov/ding over from America empty,
indifferent things, pseudo things, dummy-lif e .
.
A house, in the American understanding, an Ameri-
can apple or vine, has nothing in common with
the house, the fruit, the grape into which the
hope and meditation of our forefathers had en-
tered... The animated, experienced things that share
our lives are coning to an end and cannot be re-
placed. ”2
Now Williams at least feels for this viev/point. John
Buchanan’s disrespect for the intangible life of the
spirit and with it the invisible life of profound im-
pressions is a wide-spread attitude, and although V/il-
lisms does not condemn it, we see it ravage the tender
heart of an introspective girl. Alma Winemiller repre-
sents certainly an un-American character in her blindness
to the physical stimulants which play so great a role in
American society. We might even consider her a symbol of
the European mind transplanted without any prolonged in-
duction into the swift and frantic mode of American life.
The play continues to awake interest in appearance versus
reality, but we are made more conscious of another con-
2 Rilke, Rainer Maria, Duino Elegies
,
Nev/ York: V/. W.
Norton & Go., 1939, p. l29

trast the contrast of things visible and things invisi-
ble. John has faith in the visible chart of human anato-
my; Alma, like Emily Dickinson, in the invisible chart of
the spiritual world. Alma reflects the native belief of
Rilke;
The earth has no other refuge except to become
invisible; In us, who, through one part of our
nature, have a share in the Invisible, or, at
least, share-certificates, and can increase our
holding in invisibility during our being here,-
only in us can this intimate and enduring trans-
formation of the visible into Sn invisible, no
longer dependent on visibility, tangibility be
accomplished, since our own destiny is continu-
ally grov/ing at once more actual and invisible
within us.
3
Her interest in the angel-fountain in the middle of the
stage is one of constant wonder, even when she slides to
the frailties of the flesh as her last refuge for some
kind of security and love. A comparison of Alma and
Blanche is enlightening. Both take refuge in sexual satis
faction when circumstances and the unworldly quality of
their natures have disquieted them. Blanche’s initial
error marks the beginning of her tragedy; Alma’s ini-
tial temptation marks the end of hers. Both become recon-
ciled with fate and with themselves. Alma’s tragedy is
implicit in her nature as is Blanche’s. We know that any
next-door neighbor with whom Alma might fall in love
would create the same conflict due to her idealism. This
3 Loc. cit
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idealism disastrously prevents any comfortable alliance
with the flesh. She might declare with Yeats:
Nothing that we love over-much
Is ponderable to our touch.
She has little Impetus toward the real world. This is
more intrinsic with her than with Blanche, who turns a-
way from reality after she has found herself being crushed
by i t
,
When Alma, as a child, traces the lettering on
the stone statue with her fingers, and discovers the word,
liternity, she shivers:
You have to read it with your fingers, I did
and it gave me cold shivers] You read it and see
if it doesn't give you cold shivers] Go on]
Read it with your fingers ]^
When John sarcastically asks her what eternity is, she
answers simply:
It's something that goes on and on v/hen life
and death and time and everything else is all
through with.
Alma in her raid- twenties represents a spinsterish and
somewhat affected personality. Her love for John has
grov/n
,
but he has grown further apart from her by his
riotous living and by a notorious affair with a voluptu-
ous Mexican woman, Rosa Gonzalez. He has contempt for
Alma's concern for the soul and continues to feed his
body extravagantly. He once proposes intimate relations
to Alma. Shocked, she leaves him. In fury and desper-
^ Quotations are taken from the only published edition.
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ation she notifies John's absent father of John's dissl
nations and debts which have caused him to become be-
trothed to Rosa Jronzalez, He returns and is killed by
Rosa Jonzalez' father. John goes away and reforms. Be
fore he leaves, he confides to Alma:
The night at the Casino I wouldn't have made
love to you. Even if you had consented to go
upstairs. I couldn't have made love to you,
(She stares at him as if anticipating some un-
bearable hurt) Yes, yesi Isn't that funny? I'm
more afraid of your soul than you're afraid of
my body. You'd have been as safe as the angel
of the fountain because I wouldn't feel de-
cent enough to touch you....
While he is av/ay, Alma fades and thinks of the doppel-
ganger which John said was inside her and hurting. She
has become distraught and empty. Upon his return, she
goes to him and yields herself to him;
You know what I mean, all right] So be honest
with me. One tine I said "no" to something.
You may remember the night, and all that de-
mented howling from the cockfight? But now I
have changed my mind, or the girl who said
"no"--she doesn't exist anymore, she died last
summer suffocated in smoke from something
on fire inside her. No, she doesn't live now,
but she left me her ring you see? This one
you admired, the topaz ring set in pearls... And
she said to me when she slipped this ring on my
finger "Remember I died empty-handed, and so
make sure that your hands have something in
them]" I said, "But what about pride?" She
said, "Forget about pride whenever it stands
between you and whatever you must have]" And
then I said, "But what if he doesn't want me?"
I don't know what she said then. I'm not sure
she said anything or not--her lips stopped
moving yes, I think she stopped bceathingj
(He gently removes her craving hands from his
face.) No? (He shakes his head in dumb suffer-
ing.) Then the answer is "no"]
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She speaks to him with honest desperation:
You needn't try to comfort me, I haven't come
here on any but equal terms. You said, let 's
talk truthfully. Well, let's do I Unsparingly,
truthfully, even shamelessly, theni It's no
longer a secret that I love you. It never was,
I loved you as long ago as the time I asked you
to read the stone angel's name with your fingers
Yes, I remember the long afternoons of our child
hood, when I had to stay indoors to practise my
music and heard your playmates calling you,
"Johnny, Johnny J" Hov/ it went through me, just
to hear your name called. And hov/ I--rushed to
the window to watch you jump the porch railing,
I stood at a distance, halfway down the block,
only to keep in sight your torn red sweater,
racing about the vacant lot you played in. Yes,
it began that early, this affliction of love,
and has never let go of me since, but kept on
growing, I've lived next door to you all the
days of my life, a weak and divided person who
stood in adoring awe of your singleness, of
your strength. And that is my storyi Nov; I
wish you would tell i^--why didn't it happen
between us? Why did I fail? Why did you come
almost close enough---and no closer?
Alma and John face themselves painfully:
John; it wasn't the physical you that I really
wanted
J
Alma; I knov;, you've already,,.
John: You didn't have that to give me,
Alma; Not at that time,
John: You had something else to give,
Alma; What did I have?
(John strikes a match. Unconsciously he holds
his curved palm over the flame of the match to
warm it. It is a long kitchen match and it
makes a good flame. They both stare at it with
a sorrowful understanding that is still per-
plexed, It is about to burn his fingers. She
leans foreward and blows it out, then she puts
c
on her gloves ,
)
John: You couldn’t name it and I couldn’t recog-
nize it, I thought it was just a Puritan-
ical ice that glittered like flame. But
now I believe it was flame, mistaken for
ice, I still don'^'t 'understand it, but I
know it was there, just as I know that
your eyes and your voice are the two most
beautiful things Ive ever knov/n--and also
the warmest, although they don’t seem to
be set in your body at all...
Alma: You talk as if ray body had ceased to exist
for you, John, in spite of the fact that
you’ve just counted ray pulse... The tables
have turned with a vengeance. You’ve come
around to ray old way of thinking and I
to yours like two people exhhanging a call
on each other at the same time, and each
one finding the other one gone out, the
door locked against him and no one to
ansv;er the bell
John marries a young girl, V/hat is left for Alma? An
emissary from reality brings a spark of life to her dead
being. At the fountain she meets a traveling salesman,
and that mysterious sudden intimacy that sometimes occurs
between strangers more completely than old friends or
lovers moves them both, Alma, for the first time in her
life, depends upon a stranger, and says:
Life is full of little mercies.., not big mercies
but comfortable little mercies. And so we are
able to keep on going, . .
.
Perhaps the most resurgent feeling which comes from the
play is that Alma’s endurance of frustration feraplies a
great love of her life and love for all life in general.
As has already been observed, the picture of
life in Summer and Bmoke is less violent, more muted;
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Alma ' 3 cry has been stifled despite the suffocation it
has caused within her. Behind the play stands an author
whose compassion has extended to the almost invisible
plights of the human psyche. It by no means imples that
the author has changed from his original emotions, but
thay they have become more posed. There is a more com-
prehensive and satisfying utilization of the precepts
which are unconscious but which we might say form oa
philosophy of life and art. There is a world of poker
games, army camps, street vendors, and the blind leading
the blind in Streetcar ; a world of clouds, winds, smoke,
a quiet rectory, a literary club and an angel in Summer
and Smoke . But the two plays are counterparts of a
bigger world, and they weave in countepoint through
Williams’ tragic vision. But we can only find this
bigger world in the illumination of an act of poetry; I
see it in these lines by W. H, Auden:
Vi/e are created from and with the world
To suffer with and from it day by day:
V/hether we meet in a majestic world
Of solid measurements or in a dream world
Of swans and gold, we are required to love
All homeless objects that require a world.
Our claim to ovm our bodies and the world
Is our catastrophe. What can we know
But panic and caprice until we know
Our dreadful appetite demands a world
Whose orders, origins and purpose will
Be fluent satisfaction of our will?^
5 The Collected Poetry of W. H. Auden
,
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VI - CONCLUSION
Paul Valery has said that we speak of the
body as a thing which belongs to us, but that it is not
so simple, for the body belongs to us a little less than
we belong to it, Mr. Williams is extremely conscious of
the dichotomy of body and spirit. But he v/rites with
Valery's idea in mind that our actions are governed by
the incomprehensible and often catastrophic rebellion
that the human spirit feels from time to time in its
association with the finite body, -^^e accepts the fact
that we do not and con not have total control over the
demands of sensuous perceptioBS, He feels that the world
seems on the point always of keeping our finite bodies
up at the expense of impairing or ignoring the Infinity
of the soul. And it is this relationship which accounts
for his depiction of the natural forces of the v/orld. He
accepts them but guards against their blinding effect
they often have on personalities. When Alma says:
Oh, I suppose I am sick, one of those weak
and divided people who slip like shadows among
you solid strong ones. But, cometimes, out of
necessity, we shadowy people take on a strength
of our own.
she is daring to defy the common balance of flesh and
spirit. In one sense her spirit has weakened and divi-
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ded her, but it has also given her the courage to find
victory in the defeat of the body, in the body's ephe-
meral but necessarily inevitable passionate embrace of
itself and the world, A supreme ethical pov/er is felt
to be asserted, but it remains a painful fact, and, in
large, measure
,
a fact not understood. For though she
has seen how the opposition of spiritual powers has arisen
in her, something in her, and that the best, still cries
out against it. Only by becoming most weak is she made
most strong,
Williams writes as a romanticist in that inner
experience is the most genuine reality. He knows that
the mind's eye soon comes to see a capricious and vari-
able world, which the will cannot shape or change, though
it can call it up and banish it again. Imagination leaps
before and beyond reason to something which is true, A
failure of the impetus towards the real world, debility
and withdrawal into the self are expressed by images of
"broken” and "flaccid” things. The bfoken glass animal,
the broken light bulb, the broken personality as intimated
by "doppelganger" are examples. The whole world of Street
car is a broken one, suggested by the invocation lines
already cited,
V/hen Streetcar was produced, the New York Times
published an article by Williams on the dubious value of
success, in which he states;

79
It is only in his work that an artist can find
reality and satisfaction for the actual world
is less intense than the world of his invention
and consequently his life, without recourse to
violent disorder, does not seem very substantial.
The right condition for him is that in which his
work is not only convenient but unavoidable.^
One time, during my friendship with the playwright, he
took my copy of T. S. Eliot's poetry and quickly turned
to the Passage in "Burnt Norton"
Gro, said the bird, for the leaves were full of
children.
Hidden excitedly, containing laughter,
go* said the bird: human kind
Cannot bear very much reality.
The action is obviously a touchstone to his character.
Life is not merciless, but a study of it must
be. And Williams is no exception when it comes to merci-
less observation. Reality is an endless source for the
writer, but he must look at the source ever hopefully as
well as clinically. He must be able to believe truly in
the superabundance of the world; he must have at the
heart's core that alchemist's passion which Melville has
so well defined;
Especially, as I somehow cling to the strange
fancy, that, in all men, hiddenly reside certain
wondrous occult properties as in some plants
and minerals which by some happy but very rare
accident (as bronze was discovered by the mel-
ting of iron and brass at the burning of Corinth)
may chance to be called forth here on earth; not
entirely waiting their better discovery in the
more congenial, blessed atmosphere of heaven.
^ Williams, Tennessee, The New York Times, Dec 1, 47, XI.
2 Melville, Herman, The Apple-Tree Table and Other Sketches
,
Princeton; Princeton University "Press, 1922, p. 86,
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**He who understands the meaning of my music,”
Beethoven is reported to have said, “shall be free from
the miseries that afflict other men,” Miseries can
either mold them to their environment or purify them of
it. It is the imponderable divine frenzy such as is
found in Beethoven’s music and great tragedy that can
purify. The width, depth, or altitude or human passion
that we find expressed in works of art governs our
judgment and being. But our being is governed also,
v^hether we can consciously realize it or not, on that
which defies human limitations, on that which goes beyond
the circumscribed human sphere, Tennessee Williams, even
in his early career, testifies to this.
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APPENDIX
Inasmuch as the bulk of this thesis is sub-
jective appreciation and criticism, excerpts from stan
dard reviews of Williams’ work are hereby given:
In mood and manner Streetcar is striking like
^he (ilass Menagerie
.
Indeed, the theme and even
the story might be said to be the same, since
both dramas are concerned with the desperate,
unsuccesful effort of a female character to
hang on to some king of shabby gentility. But
the new work is sure and sustained where the
former was uncertain and intermittent. Gone are
all the distracting bits of ineffectual preci-
osity, all the pseudo-poetic phrases, and all
those occasions when the author seemed about
to lose his grip upon the very story itself.
Prom the moment the curtain goes up until it
descends after the last act everything is
perfectly in kep and completely effective. The
extent of Mr. Williams’ range is still to be
demonstrated .. .Considered merely in terms of
the story it had to tell. The G-lass Menagerie
was bleak enough, but the story of the new
play is both bleaker and more frankly patho-
logical, , .The mood and the atmosphere are
what really count, and both are almost un-
rellevedly morbid, even, or perhaps especially,
in those moments when a kind of grotesque
comedy emerges. Yet despite the sensational
quality of the story neither the atmosphere
nor the mood is ever merely sensational. The
author’s perceptions remain subtle and deli-
cate, and he is amazingly aware of nuances
even in situations where nuance might seem
to be inevitably obliterated by violence.
The final impression left is, surprisingly
enough, not of sensationalism but of subtlety.^
1 Krutch, Joseph Wood, The Nation
,
Dec. 20, 47, p, 686

The play ( Streetcar ) is better than Williams*
other success. The Jlass Menagerie
,
because,
while it has all of the tenderness, poetry,
observation and wit of the earlier piece, it
it adds the element of true tragedy to its
other elements ... It is a despairing and lovely
play, in which the author, in oblique pprable
form, says that beauty is shipwrecked on the
rock of the world's vulgarity ... tells us that
Illusion is an armor, but one which is alv/ays
pierced, and in the most mortal soots.
^
Summer and Smoke is as intangible as a piece
of music--with modest themes that are balanced
and contrasted and once or tv/ice almost blended.
Nothing is much more humbling and in this in-
stance terrigying than a clairvoyant glimpse
into the heart of another person.
^
Mr. Williams has written winged poetry in this
new work ( Summer and Smoke ). He has with great
dramatic skill achieved a play lovely neither
in conception nor in exposition and yet wing-
ing high because of the beauty of his words
and furtive flashes of genuine humor which
carry a morbidly psychological theme of human
frustration and a pervasive atmosphere of
gloom upon its soaring pinions. Yet not all
frustration. In the end at least one soul is
salved and this, so far as Mr. Williams is
concerned, provides us with a striking ano-
maly,
4
There is no denying the tumultuous, savage,
throbbing excitement of the play ( Streetcar )
But where has this use of Mr. Williams' ta-
lents lead him? One comes away from the
Barrymore feeling that either he was pre-
occupied with morbid sensationalism and de-
sired merely to wallow in an emotional sewer
or that the purpose of the play was lost somev/here
in the production,
S
His new work ( Stree tear ) is a somber tragedy
Id 3haw, Irwi~h,~ New Republic, Dec 22, 1947, pp, 54-5,
^ Atkinson, Brooks, New York Times . Oct. 17, 48, IX.
^ Perry, Lawrence, Boston Sunday G-lobe, Oct. 10, 48,
5 Beaufort, John, Christian Science Monitor, Dec 13, 47.
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about frustration, but it has far more heroic
dimensions than his earlier Broadway exliibit.
Where The G-la. ss Menagerie was provocative, A
Streetcar Named Desire is solid as well as
perceptive, moving as well as engrossing...
Judged purely on his previous Broadway plays,
one might have expected him to fancy symbolism
rather than honest reconstruction of human ex-
perience. He has avoided that pitfall magni-
ficently in Streetcar . . .Williams is certainly
the Eugene O’Neill of the present period on
the stage.
^
6 Barnes, Howard, Herald Tribune
,
Dec. 14, 1947
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ABSTRACT OP THE THESIS
A contemporary dramatist may best be criti-
cized by investigating what he seems to confirm or illu-
minate of the period in which he lives. In this study
of The Dramatic Art of Tennessee Williams my criticism
is based on the criterion that a work of dramatic art
transcends its age only by the Intense ways by which it
includes it.
Tennessee V/illiams was born in Mississippi in
1915, and was brought up in the Southern and mid-Wes-
tern states. When he was a young man he left his family
and became a rootless, wandering writer. During these
migratory years he wrote in great abundance poetry, short
stories and one-act plays. His poetry shows concern
for the world about him through subjective interpretations.
An obssessive interest in human affairs made him turn to
the drama, where he could better employ his genius for
burrowing under the multiple emotional instances of both
is hown life and that of his times.
His early one-act plays are sketches of life
drawn with volatile haste and perception and indicate a
concern for the tragedies of common people found in all
walks of American life. Throughout these plays runs
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the general theme of frustration over which are placed
variations of the struggle of the soul against the ma-
teriality of the time and the desperate corporeality of
the body. The plays are filled with lyrical beauty and a
ruthless exploitation of the crudity and delinquency of
much American life. They are often melodramatic or tenu-
ous, but they sound the note of compassion and the jar-
ring chords of realism and idealism which carry the au-
thor to more mature works of vibrancy and comprehensive-
ness.
His first successful play. The lilass Menagerie
,
is a compound of realism and the fantasy of memory, and
is a poetical study of three people caught in a web of
circumstances, frustration and family decay. It is writ-
ten in a psychological mode, that is, it deals with the
lessons of life with its emotional shocks, the experience
of passion and the crises of human destiny all of which
go to make up the conscious life of man. This material
is psychically assimilated by the poet-dramatist, raised
from the commonplace to the level of poetic experience
and given an expression which forces the spectator to
greater clarity and depth of human Insight. The chief
male character is an exponent of what V/illiams feels to
be the modern man, who in place of metaphysical certain-
ties has set up the ideals of material security, general
welfare and humaneness, and his dim perception that
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material progress adds force to the threat of a more stu-
pe ndous catastrophe for man. The modern man thus looks
into himself, and finding evil and chaos there, is partial
ly relieved, for he seemson the verge of associating that
evil with the root of evil in mankind. Williams' drama-
tic world is not peopled exclusively with misfits. There
are typical healthy American extroverts juxtaposed with
introverts and their clash is one of the most recurrent
dramatic themes, Williams uses simple, colloquial Eng-
lish, spattered with American slang. Speech often reaches
the level of poetry. His characters are warm living hu-
man beings, but they are invested with notable qualities
which set them off as personified abstractions as well.
In his first true tragedy, A Streetcar Named
Desire
,
Williams is dealing still with the habits of
thought and feeling of the time, but there is a deeper
insight into the souls of human beings, a clearer mir-
roring of passions and instincts. His conception of
tragedy stems from traditional resources, especially
Shakespeare in that his characters create their own des-
tiny by tragic flaws. His vision of evil is not clearly-
defined, since there is more levelling out of good and
evil in all characters. This lack of clear definition
of evil, however, creates a soil for his "tragedy of in-
comprehension," in which most of the attention is direc-
ted on the tragic and mysterious interplay between char-
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acters. This tragedy reflects the conflict within the
nature of a self-conscious individual between his asser-
tion of separate individuality and his craving for one-
ness of the group of which he is a part. The failure of
human beings is alw'ays associated with the unfailing and
super-existence of the soul. Physical death has no po-
tency in Williams* tragic world. The tragic hero be-
comes reconciled with fate and himself or there is exal-
tation in his exile. Action is of sensational immediacy
but within some haunting cosmic order. The psyche is
not caught in the category its reason? invents but in the
web of human feeling, and the action potentially includes
conceptual understanding whether rationalistic or theo-
logical. The tragic heroine of the play, Blanche Du-
Bois, is not tragic because, merely because she is a
prostitute. The struggle for existence is her tragedy.
Atonement for her sin is implicit in that. She is symbol
for chaotic life-urge. She clings to illusions that con-
tradict reality only because she is struggling to salvage
her soul. The vanity and corruption of her body are mani-
festations of the sufferings of her soul, the conflict of
will with itself. The alternating respect and disrespect
for her body indicates an unconscious and shifting desire
to make the body suffer as had the soul. In the middle
of a heartless and unrestrained humanity, there is an in-
tense concentration of the self.
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In Summer and Smoke the author has not become
an Interpreter of the spiritual world, but presents the
I) inherited and spontaneous love of the spiritual in a sen-
sitive woman, and the tragedy which ensues when it clashes
with desires of the flesh. It is a domestic tragedy in
that it is an individual's emergence from the home en-
vironment, It is a picture of the birth-trauma of the
conscious self. Attention is directed to the states ra-
then than to the explostions of human feeling v/ithin an
atmosphere which suggests the fleetingness and fragility
of human life. It is a psychological survey of the time
*'in the troubled brooding of two human hearts,’* There
is a more cautious balancing of the tragedy of incompre-
hension with the tragedy of the individual soul. The
dramatist's conception of evil in this play is centered
in the inchoate state of a human will. The heroine's en-
durance of frustration implies a great love of her life
and of all life in general, and the play imparts this
feeling over its sinister aspects of despair,
Williams writes as a romanticist in that inner
experience is the most genuine reality. Imagination
leaps before and beyond reason to something which is true,
^
His greatest capacity is an intuitive insight, a clair-
voyant glimpse into the hearts of human beings.
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